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1 What is SPACEWatch?

SPACEWatch makes it easy to manage your storage, get rid of unwanted files and free up disk space -
not spend more on storage.
 
Use it to:

Minimize storage costs by removing waste
Plan for change - instead of simply reacting to it
Reduce the risk of compliance issues.

Built to perform, it is equally at home managing the files on your own PC - or storage across your entire
network.

Import data about your files, disks and network into SPACEWatch
 
SPACEWatch automatically scans and maintains key data about your files and folders.  You can then
carry out even the most complex action instantly - even on the largest storage infrastructure.  Use
this data from more than one SPACEWatch client and as a basis to schedule automated reporting
and cleanup operations.
 
How-to: Maintaining data about your files and folders

 

Get a feel for how your storage is being used
 
SPACEWatch gives you a high level view of your storage - highlighting where you might have issues,
and letting you investigate potential issues in detail.  If you're looking at a new PC, server or
network storage array this is a good place to start.  If you don't want to be caught out with disks
filling up or unexpected storage use, periodically check these high level views.
 
How-to: Work out which storage is getting full
How-to: Find out how much money your actions can save

 

Investigate your storage use in detail
 
Dip in and out of SPACEWatch when you want to plan change, check for problems - or anticipate
issues before they affect you and your users.  SPACEWatch has a range of ways to do this, right
down to individual users, files and folders - no matter how large your network or how much storage
you have to manage.
 
How-to: Get rid of duplicated files
How-to: Find unused and unwanted files
How-to: Investigate different users, and their use of storage
How-to: List directory trees consuming most storage

 

2 What's New

SPACEWatch Storage Suite 6 puts you at the center of enterprise storage, disk and file management.
Get rid of file duplicates, unwanted and unused files. Analyze trends or archive files --- across your entire
unstructured data infrastructure, on all your file or email servers, NAS and SAN - in fact your entire
network.
 
What's new?
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There are thousands of detail additions and improvements in SPACEWatch 6.  Here are the more major
ones:
 

Three new clients: administration and automation functions have now been combined and enhanced
in a new SPACEWatch Administrator application.  Use it to centrally manage your SPACEWatch
installation.  End-user functions are now consolidated into a new SPACEWatch Client.  Both will work
with existing v5 space databases and data files alongside v5 clients.  Also new in v6 in a SPACEWatch
Designer tool, to create and maintain custom report scripts.
New user interface: built around Microsoft's latest "Fluent User Interface" design, as seen in the Office
2007 suite.  No more menus to make finding key functions difficult.  Everything is consolidated into a
central "ribbon bar" making use easier and quicker.  All tools have also been re-designed to take
advantage of this new interface, making results much easier to view and work with - including features
such as the ability to filter results instantly based on given text, or group results by multiple columns.
New data export options: including the 'save split ' - the ability to save any grouped results split
automatically into multiple Microsoft Excel workbooks or sheets.
New File Finder feature called 'DataView':  lets you visualize large sets of results using a multi-
dimensional view to quickly discover new characteristics of your results.
New file/directory features: including much-requested features such as 'send to compressed folder'
and 'recreate source directory structure'.
New data collection options: scan the contents of compressed folders and zip files.
New 'Scenarios' tool: see the future impact of planned changes and see how much benefit they will
bring to your storage.
Finding Duplicates: this tool has been re-coded for improved performance and now with a user-based
duplicates search feature and the ability to limit results to the top 'x' sets.  "One Click" analyses added
to conveniently and quickly carry out common duplicates search tasks.
Directory Finder: now you can copy/move/send-to-compressed directory trees direct from the
Directory Finder.
Dashboard: completely re-written, and now with user-settable applet configurations to suite your
infrastructure.
File Types: With one click you can now 'cross-correlate' particular file types with other attributes such
as file owners or duplicates.  File type Groups are used in many more places throughout SPACEWatch.
New TreeMap tool to analyze storage from a new perspective.

3 How-to guide

Click on a topic to read more about how to carry out common tasks using SPACEWatch Storage Suite:

Maintaining data about your files

Get rid of files that are duplicated in many places

Find unused files, or files not accessed for a long time

List directory trees consuming most storage

Advanced topics

Work out whcih storage is getting full - and the reasons

Find out how much money your actions can save

Investigate different users, and their use of storage

Automate routine tasks and reports
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3.1 Maintaining data about your files

 
SPACEWatch automatically scans and maintains a database of key data about your files and folders.  You
and your colleagues can then carry out even the most complex task instantly - even with the largest
storage infrastructure.  

Use this data from more than one SPACEWatch client and as a basis to schedule automated reporting
and cleanup operations.

1. Retrieve, store and maintain a space database. 

Use the SPACEWatch Administrator to manage space databases and data files, and the
automatic update of their contents. If you use a Quick Scan option you can use the most
common options without manually configuring a scan task.

2. Choose an existing space database to use.  

Set this as your preferred space database and auto-connect to it each time you start
SPACEWatch.

Advanced steps

You can maintain more than one space database.  These can be in different locations to suite your
needs.

For example, if you have regional offices it might make sense to keep a space database on each LAN
rather than maintain one central database across the WAN.  This will improve performance both during
collection and analysis.

Alternatively, you may have a number of departments and wish to generate reports etc. only
department by department - in which case it may make sense to maintain a space database per
department.

3.2 Get rid of duplicated files

If you have never used SPACEWatch be prepared for the large quantity of duplication on your network. 
It is not unusual for this to amount to more than a third of all storage consumption!

We recommend that you start by finding the "quick wins" and dealing with these, rather than launching
in to a huge search for all sets of duplicated files across your entire network.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.

If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the File duplicates task link.

A good place to start is the list of Largest Duplicates.  This shows the top 50 set of duplicates,
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based on how much storage each set of duplicated files is consuming.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.

Advanced steps

Use the Scenario modeling tool to see how much money you might save by removing duplicate files on all
or part of your network.

Use the additional search options to narrow down the type of duplicates you are searching for, or where
you want to find them.

3.3 Find unused and unwanted files

SPACEWatch has a range of ways you can quickly find unused or unwanted files across your network.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.

If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the Unused files task link.

A good place to start is the list of largest unused files.  This shows the top 50 files that have not
been accessed since they were created.  Choose unwanted file types to analyze how different
types of files are consuming storage - then look in more detail at who created these files and
where they are stored.

Because all your space data is stored in a SPACEWatch database, you can carry answer even the
most complex questions very quickly.  Use the  advanced file finder to pose these questions
and save searches so you can re-use them later.  You can also use saved searches in automated
reports and automated file actions like archiving unused files to secondary storage.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.

Advanced steps

Use the trends tool to analyze how storage is growing over time, so you can see the scale of your issues.

3.4 List directory trees consuming most storage

SPACEWatch has a range of ways you can quickly analyze storage across the directory trees and folders
on your network.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.
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If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the Trees task link.

A good place to start is the view of your largest directory trees.  This shows an "explorer" view
of your folders - but initially only the trees taking up most storage will be shown.  If you want to
view more folders adjust the slider at the top of the tool window.

Alternatively you can simply list the largest folders on your network.  

Because all your space data is stored in a SPACEWatch database, you can carry answer even the
most complex questions about folders very quickly.  Use the advanced folder finder to pose
these questions.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.

Advanced steps

Use the trends tool to analyze how storage is growing over time, so you can see the scale of your issues.

3.5 Work out which storage is getting full

SPACEWatch has a range of ways you can quickly analyze how storage use has changed over time across
your network - on one desktop or server, or the entire network.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.

If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the Network summary task link.

A good place to start is a summary of your network storage.  This will show all servers and
volumes associated with the storage you have scanned, and their current status.
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To look at how storage use has grown over time, e.g. the last year, choose the trends tool. 
With this tool you can analyze areas such as the change in how much storage is used - or how
much new storage use is growing.

If you see a "spike" in storage utilization try clicking on that bar in the chart.  Now use Expand
and that period will be shown in more detail.  You can continue to "drill down" like this - or
choose Detail to list all files giving this result, who created them, when they were last accessed
etc.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.

Advanced steps

Use the scenarios tool to analyze how much you will have to pay for extra storage in the future - or how
much you can save by removing duplicated, unused or unwanted files.

3.6 Find out how much money your actions can save

SPACEWatch lets you work out how much money your storage will cost to keep pace with use - or how
much you can save by using SPACEWatch to clean up unwanted, unused and duplicated files.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.

If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the Change scenarios task link.

Choose the Scenario modeling option.  You will be prompted to calculate the "do nothing"
scenario.  Based on a typical cost per GB for storage, you will be shown how much you will need
to invest in storage over the next year - based on historic usage patterns for your network.

You can change the cost per GB at any time to match your experience - for example you might
want to make sure it includes the cost of storage management, as well as infrastructure
investment costs.  Or you may use an industry model such as Gartner's to calculate total cost of
ownership for your storage.

Now you can choose and add multiple different scenarios and compare these with doing
nothing.  Perhaps you only want to make changes in one area of your network - you can limit
your scenario in this way using the System drop down list.

Once you have found data of use to you, click on Save CSV to share it with others or do
further analysis in your favorite tool such as Microsoft Excel.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.
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3.7 Investigate different users, and their use of storage

SPACEWatch has a range of ways you can quickly analyze how different users are consuming storage - on
one desktop or server, or the entire network.  You can instantly find how much they are wasting in
duplicates - or how many unused files they have, and where.

1. Make sure you have a space database open.

If you look at the database details on the Welcome screen you can choose to use the same
space database every time, without having to select it every time.

2. On the Welcome page, click on the Users task link.

A good place to start is a summary of the largest space users.  This will show the top 50 users
across your network.  Try clicking on a user with the right mouse button - if you choose
Largest files you will now see the largest files owned by that user.

If you want to carry out more complex searches involving users, try using the File Finder.  Click
on Files on the main ribbonbar.  You can save searches and re-use them with a single click - or
use them to create reports that you can then automate to run to schedule.

Sometimes it is useful to see a range of information about one or more related users.  Click on 
Investigate a number of users to load the  User Investigation tool so you can do this.

3. Now work with the results.

Produce reports, save results to use in other applications, email your findings to others, or work
with the duplicated files, carrying out file actions like copy, move, delete - or archive.

3.8 Automate routine tasks and reports

SPACEWatch Administrator lets you create, manage and run automated tasks such as maintaining space
databases, running reports and sending them out via email, or file actions such as archiving unwanted and
unused files.

1. On the Welcome page, click on the Choose other data link.

Depending on Edition, you can open the SPACEWatch Administrator from within the
SPACEWatch client by clicking Administrator on the main ribbonbar.  You can also open it from
the Windows Start menu.

2. Create a task and set up a schedule.

From the Administrator main ribbonbar you can choose which type of task to create.  Whatever
the task you can run it interactively whenever you want, and set a schedule so that it runs
automatically at set times of the day, week or month etc.
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Tasks include:

Storage scans - these are used to maintain space databases so that you can get instant access
to even the most complex analyses.
Reports - either one of the reports built-in to SPACEWatch or a custom report you have
designed yourself using the SPACEWatch Designer, or that Sharpeware have created for you.
Storage management - reports and file actions based on file searches you have created earlier.
Batch tasks - a number of other tasks that you want to run one after the other in turn.

4 SPACEWatch Client

Manage your files and folders using the SPACEWatch Client.
 

 Some features may be limited by Edition.
 

Getting started with SPACEWatch
 

Overview of the SPACEWatch client

SPACEWatch How-to's

Welcome Center
 
Choosing what storage to manage
 

Maintaining data about your files

Choosing a space database
 
Looking at how storage is being used
 

Storage health check

The storage dashboard

A summary of used space across the network

Finding file duplication

Analyzing types of files

How storage use varies across volumes - the tree summary

Using TreeMaps to reveal new details about storage

Storage use by user
 
Searching storage
 

Finding files

Finding folders
 

Advanced storage management
 

Predicting future storage costs

Finding trends in storage growth
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Applications stored on the network

Comparison storage over time

4.1 Getting started with SPACEWatch

 
The SPACEWatch Client main window is organised like this:
 

Help guide
 
Click on the Help button to view this SPACEWatch Help Guide.  Click F1 at any time to access areas of
the guide relevant to what is currently being displayed.
 
Main ribbonbar
 
The main ribbonbar is a key part of the "Microsoft Fluent" user interface design of SPACEWatch.  It
includes a dynamic set of buttons that give you access to common SPACEWatch functions, whatever
tool you happen to be working with.
 
For example, if you want to run a report with the current data being displayed, or carry out file actions
on one or more items in a results list, these functions are accessed from the main ribbonbar.
 
Ribbonbar tabs
 
One or more ribbonbars will be visible and enabled depending on what are of SPACEWatch is being used.
 Click on a ribbonbar tab to switch ribbonbar.
 
For example if you run a report the 'Viewer' ribbonbar will be available to control how the report is
previewed, exported or printed.
 
Start button
 
Click on the Start button to get access to common actions such as choosing a new Space Database,
saving results in various formats, printing results, or to manage SPACEWatch application settings.
 
Main tool area
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The main tool area is where all the search, analysis, cleanup and reporting functions of SPACEWatch can
be used.  As tools are used they are displayed in this area - either as multiple windows, or one window at
a time.  When tools are displayed on window at a time the tool tabs can be used to switch between
tools.
 
Status pane
 
The status pane will indicate actions that are currently in progress.  When a status pane progress bar is
shown, place the mouse pointer over the progress bar to see active tasks.

4.2 Welcome Center

 
The SPACEWatch Welcome Center is shown when the Client application is first started.  It is made up of
the following parts: 

 
Click on frequently used tools or action buttons to quickly access SPACEWatch tools.  When you open a
data file or space database, the most full servers or disks will be shown.
 

 The frequently used tools and details of current Space Database sections will only be displayed
when connected to a space database.  Action buttons will change depending on the state of
SPACEWatch - e.g. whether or not a space database has been chosen - as well as the currently licensed 
Edition.
 
Displaying the Welcome Center
 
If the Welcome Center is not visible, click on Welcome on the main ribbonbar.
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4.3 Choosing a Space Database

 
Space databases are where SPACEWatch stores detailed data about your storage. These let
SPACEWatch carry out even the most complex analysis on large amounts of storage very quickly -
without needing to re-scan the network each time.
 
In SPACEWatch Enterprise, all data can be stored in one SQL space database and shared with all
SPACEWatch users - or the data can be split across more than one database for even better
performance.
 
Alternatively SPACEWatch can store smaller amounts of data in SPACEWatch data files - useful for
management of remote storage, as data files can later be merged into a central SQL space database.
 
Use the SPACEWatch Administrator to manage space databases and data files, and the automatic update
of their contents.
 

Topics in "Choosing a Space Database"

 About SPACEWatch space databases

 Using an existing space database

 Using an existing space data file

 Creating a new space database

 Automatically using a preferred space database

4.3.1 About SPACEWatch space databases

 
Space databases are where SPACEWatch stores detailed data about your storage. These let
SPACEWatch carry out even the most complex analysis on large amounts of storage very quickly -
without needing to re-scan the network.  All data can be stored in one space database and shared with
all SPACEWatch users - or split data across more than one for even better performance.
 
Use the SPACEWatch Administrator to manage space databases and the automatic update of their
contents.
 
Where are space databases stored?
 
Space databases can be stored in a choice of locations:
 

On a Microsoft SQL Server system - on the same system as the SPACEWatch installation, or remotely
On a MySQL system - this is a popular free open source database system*
Using SPACEWatch's internal database format - suitable for storage used by one server or a small
department.

 
How do I create space databases?
 
Space databases are created using the SPACEWatch Administrator. Read more.
 
Can I share space databases?
 
Yes.  Any number of SPACEWatch clients and automated reporting tasks etc. can be installed and
sharing the same set of space data.  This means that only one set of data about your network need be
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maintained.  The only limit is the capabilit ies of the chosen database system.
 
SPACEWatch clients can be configured so that they automatically connect and use a preferred space
database. Read more.
 
* SPACEWatch 6 is supported by Sharpeware when using MySQL 5.0.67 or later running on Windows or
linux systems with Connector/ODBC 3.51 or later installed.  On other MySQL-supported platforms only
best endeavors support will be provided.

4.3.2 Using an existing space database

 
To choose an existing space database to use, then automatically select that database to use in future:
 

1. Click on Open and choose either to open a SQL database or to browse for a SPACEWatch data
file.

or
 

1. On the main toolbar click the SPACEWatch Start Button
2. Click on the Open SQL button to choose a SQL database or Open File to choose a SPACEWatch

data file
3. Complete the Open Database Dialog options

Complete the database options boxes displayed and click on Connect.  SPACEWatch will then attempt to
open the specified space database.
 

 If the name of a space database that does not exist is entered, a prompt will be shown
asking for confirmation to create it. To succeed, the user entered may need additional access to the
database system.  Please refer to a database administrator.
or
 
2. Choose a recently opened space database from the history list

 
If no space databases are listed
 
If no space databases are listed, one must be created and filled with space data from one or more
storage systems.  The SPACEWatch Administrator is used for this task.
 

4.3.3 Using an existing space data file

 
To choose am existing SPACEWatch data file to use:
 

1. Click on Open and choose to browse for a SPACEWatch data file.
or

 
1. On the main toolbar click the SPACEWatch Start Button
2. Click on the Open File button to choose an existing SPACEWatch data file
or
 
2. Choose a recently opened space data file from the history list

 
If no space data files are listed
 
If no space data files are listed, one can be created and filled with space data from one or more
storage systems.  The SPACEWatch Administrator is used for this task.
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 SPACEWatch data files are much more limited than SQL space databases.  They cannot store as
much data about your storage.  If you wish to manage more than about 400GB* of storage you should
consider using a SQL space database instead.
 

* The actual limit is based on space data file size - this cannot exceed 1GB.
 

 

4.3.4 Creating a new space database

 
SPACEWatch Enterprise uses one or more SQL space databases to store any quantity of detailed data
about your storage.  This lets you share data with any number of SPACEWatch Clients and obtain the
fastest possible results, without having to continually re-scan your storage, or wait for batch reports to
run.
 
The maintenance of a space database can be automated, so that any changes in storage data are
automatically reflected in the space database.
 
To create and maintain space databases you use the SPACEWatch Administrator.
 

4.3.5 Automatically using a preferred space database

 
SPACEWatch Clients can be configured to automatically use a preferred SQL space database.  This avoids
the need to open one each time the SPACEWatch Client is started.
 
To configure a default SQL space database:
 

1. On the Welcome page, tick the "Use this database next time" option.
or
1. On the main toolbar click the SPACEWatch Start Button
2. Choose SPACEWatch Options
3. Choose Default Database settings.  From here you can choose an existing  space database as a

default, or remove this choice.

If the required space database is not listed
 
If the required default space databases is not listed, it must be created and filled with space data from
one or more storage systems.  The SPACEWatch Administrator is used for this task.

4.4 Health Check

Quickly find out how healthy storage is across a range of parameters calculated by SPACEWatch.  Traffic
light color coding instantly shows which ones you should be concerned about.  Use other SPACEWatch
tools to investigate issues highlighted in your health check.

Topics in "Health Check"

 Opening the Health Check tool

 The Health Check widow
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4.4.1 Opening the Health Check tool

The SPACEWatch Health Check tool lets you quickly assess the health of your storage using a range of
parameters calculated by SPACEWatch.  To open the SPACEWatch Health Check tool, first make sure a
space database is selected.
 

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Heath Check.

4.4.2 The Health Check window

Start health check

Click this button when you are ready to start the health check.  All selected factors will be calculated and
the health status of each displayed.

Change selection

Click Select All to tick all available factors.  Click Select None to select none.  Tick individual factors to
include or exclude them from the health check.

Health status

Once the health check is complete a health status traffic light will be displayed.  Factors that indicate a
potential issue will be shown red.  Click on the Investigate buttons to use other SPACEWatch tools to
analyse this area of your storage in further detail.

4.5 Working with the dashboard

The Dashboard presents key information together with any high level storage issues.  It uses "traffic
lights" to show at one glance whether there are issues, and where these fall.  Thresholds can be set to
determine when traffic lights go red.
 

Topics in "Working with the dashboard"

 Opening the dashboard

 Dashboard components

 Changing dashboard settings
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 The dashboard window

 

4.5.1 Opening the dashboard

To open the SPACEWatch Storage Dashboard first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click on View on the ribbonbar.
2. Choose Dashboard.

 
The Storage Dashboard will be displayed.
 

 The Dashboard may not be displayed instantly.  The first time the Dashboard is displayed the
various applets used will be refreshed from the contents of the currently selected space database.  A
progress indicator will be shown at the bottom of the main SPACEWatch window.

4.5.2 The dashboard window

Traffic light status
 
Traffic lights in each dashboard applet show the overall status of that area.  They can be used to
instantly see where issues may exist, based on settings for that applet.
 
See more detail
 
More detail can be viewed about each applet's results by clicking on this icon.
 
Change applet settings
 
These buttons can be used to view and change settings for each applet.
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4.5.3 Dashboard components

The SPACEWatch Storage Dashboard contains a number of 'applets'.  Each applet highlights a different
aspect of the storage:
 

Network storage
Users
Unwanted files
Storage growth.

 
Network storage
 

This applet shows all volumes and the percentage of used space on each volume.  A threshold can
be set to highlight those volumes will litt le available space remaining.  Click on Settings to alter the
threshold percentage that will cause a red traffic light to be displayed.

Click on the drill down button  to research network storage in more detail with the Network
Storage tool.
 

Users
 

This applet shows the users who are together consuming a significant percentage of total space. 
Click on Settings to choose how much space is significant; and whether or not to include common
administrative users such as 'administrator'.

Click on the drill down button  to research how users are using space with the User Finder tool.
 
Unwanted files
 

This applet shows the file type groups that are consuming most space, together with the amount of
space duplicates are taking up, across all data stored in the current space database.  Click on 
Settings to alter the threshold at which this will cause a red traffic light to be displayed.

Click on the drill down button  to research the details of this applet further using either the File
Types tool or the Find Duplicates tool.

 
Storage growth
 

This applet shows those systems that have shown storage growth over a period (by default 12
months).  Those that have grown a lot may cause the amber or red traffic light to be displayed. 
Click on Settings to set the period over which storage growth is calculated, as well as the
percentage growth required to trigger display of the amber or red traffic light.

Click on the drill down button  to research storage growth further using the Trends tool.

4.5.4 Changing dashboard settings

Click on the Settings button  for a dashboard applet to alter how data is displayed in the applet,
and when amber and/or red traffic lights are shown.  Options for each applet are as follows.
 
Network storage

 
% Used Percentage of used space on a volume, below which SPACEWatch will highlight as an

issue.
Number red        Number of volumes with below-threshold free space that will cause a red traffic
light to be displayed.
Number amber        Number of volumes with below-threshold free space that will cause an amber
traffic light to be displayed.
 

Users
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User % What percentage of the users will be shown.  For example if you choose "10" then the
top 10% of users recorded will be displayed in the applet - space taken up by all the
remaining users will simply be shown under "others".

Red % The percentage of space that the users included above must consume to cause the
red traffic light to be displayed.  For example if "User %" is 10 and "Red %" is 5, then
the 10% of users consuming most space must consume more than 5% of total space
to cause a red traffic light to be shown.

Amber % The percentage of space that the users included must consume to cause the amber
traffic light to be displayed.

Ignore Ignore well known administration users, or files that have no recorded user (e.g. the
user has been deleted).

 
Unwanted files

Groups Tick the highlight groups that define "unwanted" file types.  These will be included in
this applet.

Red % The percentage of total space that the unwanted files must consume to cause a red
traffic light to be displayed.  Unwanted files include a calculation of file duplicates, as
well as space consumed by unwanted file types defined above.

Amber % The percentage of total space that the unwanted files must consume to cause an
amber traffic light to be displayed.

 
Storage growth

 
Period This is the number of months over which storage growth will be calculated.  E.g. "12"

will mean storage growth is calculated over the past year, ending at the day the
Dashboard is displayed.

Red % This is the percentage growth in storage over the given Period that will trigger display
of a red traffic light in the Dashboard applet.

Amber % This is the percentage growth in storage over the given Period that will trigger display
of an amber traffic light in the Dashboard applet.

 
 

4.6 Network storage

The Network Storage summary shows the status of all the storage systems and their volumes  in one
view.  Those that have too litt le free space are clearly highlighted.
 
A threshold can be set to monitor when used space is too high, and reports generated to routinely
highlight these volumes.
 

Topics in "Network storage"

 Opening the network storage tool

 The network storage window

 Used space alerts

 

4.6.1 Opening the network storage tool

The SPACEWatch Network Storage tool lets you view a summary of used space across all volumes.  To
open the SPACEWatch Network Storage tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Network Storage.
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4.6.2 The network storage window

 
Overall usage
 
The overall usage bar and text summarise used space for all volumes included in the space database,
highlighting how many exceed threshold.
 
Alert threshold
 
Click the 'alert threshold' button to change the percentage of used space that will trigger an alert. 
Alerts are highlighted visually in red and can also be used for reporting purposes - e.g. to report only on
volumes that have exceed the threshold in used space.
 
Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.

Estimate full date

To see an estimate of when the chosen volume will run out of space, click on the Calculate button at
the end of that volume's row.

Trends

Historic trends in storage use for a particular volume can be selected by right-clicking on a particular
volume.  A context menu will be displayed - choose the preferred trend to display.
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4.6.3 Used space alerts

The SPACEWatch Network Storage tool highlights volumes that exceed a threshold of used space.  For
example, if the threshold is 80%, the tool will highlight volumes with more than 80% of their space used.
 
To change the used space threshold open the network storage tool, and click on Change Threshold.
 
Enter the amount of used space above which a volume should be highlighted.  This is a percentage of
total space that can be stored on that volume.  Click on OK to save the change.
 

4.7 Finding duplicate files

Typically networks contain large quantities of duplicates files - many of which are potentially not required
or can be consolidated onto shared secondary storage.
 
SPACEWatch finds these files, wherever they are stored on the network. With Exchange and Domino
Editions duplication can be tracked in email and public folder file attachments as well.
 
Because a typical network contains so much duplication, SPACEWatch includes filters that can be set so
that duplicates searches can be limited to only those factors that are of immediate interest - e.g. how
much space the different sets of duplicate files consume, or files of a particular type.
 
Once you have found duplicates you can generate reports, or immediately carry out file actions like
delete, archive or send to compressed folder.
 

Topics in "Finding duplicates files"

 Opening the duplicates tool

 The duplicates window

 Deciding which duplicates to find

 
 

4.7.1 Opening the duplicates tool

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you search and analyze file duplication across all or part of your
storage.
 
To open the SPACEWatch File Duplicates tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Files on the ribbonbar and choose Duplicates.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Duplicate Files.
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4.7.2 The duplicates window

 
Panes
 

Custom Search: use these settings to define how duplicates are viewed; and which duplicates are
listed.
Visualise: click or hover over this tab to display the Visualise pane.  This pane summarises duplicates
results by location and owner.  Click on an entry to display results relating only to that item.

 
Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 
Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.

Save search

A duplicates search can be saved at any time.  Click on "Save search" and give the search a unique name.
 It will now appear in the "Saved searches" list and can be re-run at any time by clicking on its name. 
Saved duplicates searches can also be run to a schedule, to automatically generate and email reports or
to carry out automated storage management tasks.  Read more details.
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4.7.3 Deciding which duplicates to find

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you search and analyze file duplication across all or part of your
storage.  You can decide how to define a file "duplicate".  You can limit which files SPACEWatch
includes.  The duplicate results can be organized by file, folder or user.
 
Read more:

Top 50 file sets
Changing the way duplicate results are displayed
Deciding the definition of a 'duplicate'
Deciding which files to search for duplicates

 
 

4.7.3.1 Top 50

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you list the top 50 sets of file duplicates, based on how much
storage the duplicates sets consume.  In fact you can view all or any number of duplicates set, but using
the "One Click" top duplicates analyses is a quick place to start.

1.  Open the File Duplicates tool
2.  Click on the 'One Click Analyses' slider in the Custom Search pane
3.  Click on one of the "top 50" analyses such as "by file".

SPACEWatch will analyse your storage and produce a list of the set of files that are consuming most
storage.  

As an alternative you can click on "by user" or "by folder".  These will list duplicated files owned by
particular users, or in particular folders, organised by the users and folders whose duplicates take up most
storage.

4.7.3.2 Changing the way duplicate results are displayed

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you search and analyze file duplication across all or part of your
storage.  The duplicate results can be organized by file, folder or user.
 

1. Open the File Duplicates tool.
2. Before starting a search, click on Files, Folders or Users to change how duplicates will be

displayed.
3. Decide what kind of duplicates to find, and where to search for them.
4. Click on Search.

Duplicate files will be displayed in "sets".  Each set contains all of the duplicated files relating to the listed
file, folder or user.  For example, if you choose "Folders" you will see all files within the given folder that
are duplicated - either by one or more files in the same folder, or elsewhere on the network.  If you
choose "Users" you will see all files that that user has created and that are duplicated - either by other
files created by that user, or created by other users.

4.7.3.3 Searching for different kinds of 'duplicate'

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you search and analyze file duplication across all or part of your
storage.  You can decide how to define a file "duplicate".
 
Searching using file properties
 
In most cases using file properties is sufficient to quickly discover and investigate obvious file duplication
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issues.  Various properties can be chosen depending on the accuracy required:

1. Tick the properties required (Filename is always selected)

2. Set other options for duplicates search

3. Click on Search.

 
Searching using file contents
 
Sometimes it may be necessary to increase the accuracy of duplicates search - by comparing the
contents of files, rather than simply using their file properties.
SPACEWatch provides two approaches to this:

Checksum: calculating a fixed-size datum computed from the data contents of the file during storage
data collection, then comparing these checksums to discover duplicates
Byte-wise comparison: comparing each byte within two files to provide a 100% guarantee as to their
duplication or otherwise.

 

 Both file content methods rely on calculating or comparing file contents during data collection. 
Whilst SPACEWatch optimizes these approaches, both will noticeably increase the time it takes to scan a
given area of storage.
 

4.7.3.4 Deciding which files to search for duplicates

The SPACEWatch file duplicates tool lets you search and analyze file duplication across all or part of your
storage.  You can refine your analysis by limiting which files SPACEWatch includes in its search.
 
Look in
 
Use this option to limit which area of storage is searched.
 

1. Click on the storage browser drop down list.
2. Choose a server to limit the search to
or

2. Click Browse and choose an area within a server to limit the search to.

Available areas to search are taken from the current space database you have chosen.
 
Limit to particular types of files
 
Use these options to limit the types of files that are searched.
 

1. Click on Include only file group and choose a file group to limit the search to.
2. Check Attachments to limit the search to file attachments e.g. in Exchange mailboxes or public

folders, or Domino databases.
3. Check Program files to limit the search to files that are part of an application installation.

List only when
 
Use these options to limit which sets of file duplicates are displayed from those available, given the limits
you set above.
 

1. Enter a number in Set size at least to limit the results to only those file duplicate sets that
consume more than this amount of storage.  For example entering '10M' will limit results to sets
that consume 10 MB or more of storage.

2. Enter a number in Number of files in set at least to limit the results to only file duplicates sets
with at least this number of files in them.  For example, entering '5' will limit results to sets of at
least 5 duplicated files.  This number cannot be less than 2.
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4.8 Analyzing file types

SPACEWatch can instantly find different types of files across the network.  These may be wanted files -
or unwanted files that should not be stored on the network.  To make this process easier related types
of files can be collected into one group and then managed together.  For example, all audio file types
can be analyzed as one set of files.  Custom file type groups can be created.
 
Cross-correlation can also be carried out, looking at the top users or file duplication within particular
groups of file types.
 

Topics in "Analyzing file types"

 Opening the file types tool

 File type window panes

 Drill down and correlation - finding more details

 

4.8.1 Opening the file types tool

The SPACEWatch File Types tool lets you analyze files across your storage based on the type of data
stored in them.
 
To open the SPACEWatch File Types tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Files on the ribbonbar and choose File Types.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose File Types.

 

4.8.2 The file types window

The SPACEWatch File Types tool lets you analyze files across your storage based on the type of data
stored in them.  The File Types tool window lets you view these analyses in a number of different ways:
 

Details about every different type of file that exists
A summary based on groups of related file types
The top twenty file types taking up most storage.

 
Click and drag the boundary between panes to re-size how much of the window each takes up.  Click on
a "pin" to hide a pane.  When a pane is hidden, hover over or click on a tab to show the related pane.
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Right click on results or chart bars to see context menus with additional options.
 
Use the Report or Detail buttons on the main ribbonbar to generate a formatted report for saving,
emailing or printing, or to list all files related to the item you have selected.

Each file type is shown in a tree - if you expand the tree the servers where those types of files are
stored will be listed.  Continue to expand the tree to drill down on where the files are stored.  Click on a
folder to see a context menu giving more options for detailed analysis - for example, listing all the files of
that type in a given tree.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.
 
Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
 

4.8.3 Drill down and correlation

SPACEWatch File Types results can be analyzed in more detail or correlated with other space data.
 

Topics in "Drill down and correlation"

 Drill down to more detail

 Cross-correlate with users and duplicates
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4.8.3.1 Drill down to more detail

Look at more detail about a particular type of file or Group of file types stored on your network.  The
ways you can use include:
 

Largest files of the selected type/Group
Least used files of the selected type/Group
Most recently created files of the selected type/Group
All files making up the selected type/Group.

 
Selecting which detail to view
 
To select which way detail is displayed:
 

1. Right click on the item you want to view in more detail
2. Choose the detail to list.

 
The detail chosen will be listed in a new File Find window.
 

 
'Largest' will show the largest 100 files of the chosen file type or Group, sorted by size.  'Least used' will
list the worst 100 files that have been accessed the longest time ago, sorted by date.  'Most recently
created' will list the 100 files that were most recently created.
 

4.8.3.2 Cross-correlate with users and duplicates

SPACEWatch File Types results can be correlated with other space data including users and file
duplicates.  "Correlation" means you can take one file type (for example) and compare it with other
analyses in a meaningful way.
 
To correlate results, right click on a result in the Groups window.  A pop-up menu will appear - choose
from the "Correlate" section on this menu.
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User correlation
 
User correlation allows you to choose a particular file types Group and then view an analysis of the users
who created those files, showing how many files and how much storage each user is consuming for that
Group of file types.
 
For example, if you have a file types Group called "Unwanted", this might include all those file types that
you do not want stored on your network.  Choose user correlation to see a summary of who is creating
these files.
 
To carry out user correlation:
 

1. Right click on a file type in the Groups results list.
2. Choose Cross-correlate with users

 
The Find Users tool will be opened and results shown, limited to files of the selected types.  Use the Find
Users tool to drill down further - e.g. listing the largest or least used files for a particular user, limited to
these file types.
 
Duplicates correlation
 
Duplicates correlation allows you to choose a particular file types Group and then view an analysis of
which files of those types are duplicated.
 
For example, if you have a file types Group called "Unwanted", this might include all those file types that
you do not want stored on your network.  Choose duplicates correlation to see a summary of how much
these files are duplicated.
 
To carry out duplicates correlation:
 

3. Right click on a file type in the Groups results list.
4. Choose Cross-correlate with duplicates

 
The Find Duplicates tool will be opened and results shown, limited to files of the selected types.  Use the
Find Duplicates tool to drill down further - e.g. listing the files for a particular duplicates set.
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4.9 Working with the tree summary

The SPACEWatch Tree Summary shows how space is consumed across different systems, volumes and
folders on the network.  Smaller directory trees  can be filtered out to quickly show where most storage
is being used.
 
Additional data is pre-calculated by SPACEWatch - for example the "freshness" column shows how the
most recent date that any files in a tree have been updated.
 
File searches are also shown in the Tree Summary results list.
 
Drill down to more detail by double clicking on a directory.
 

Topics in "Working with the trees summary"

 Opening the tree summary tool

 Parts of the tree summary window

 Changing how much detail is shown

 

4.9.1 Opening the tree summary tool

The SPACEWatch Tree Summary tool lets you view all of your storage and directory trees at a glance. 
To open the SPACEWatch Tree Summary tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Folders on the ribbonbar and choose Trees.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Trees.
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4.9.2 The tree summary window

Size slider
 
Use the size slider to adjust how much detail to show.  Hide or reveal smaller trees by moving the slider
to the left or right.  Move it to "All" if you want to see all trees and folders, irrespective of the storage
the files contained within them consume.
 
Properties pane
 
Hover over, or click on, the 'Properties' tab to display the folder properties pane.  Properties will be
displayed for the selected folder.  These will include data from the current space database.  If the folder
can be accessed in its current storage location, live data will included.
 
File searches
 
The tree summary also displays a summary of File searches.  These are created in the File Finder and
contain arbitrary sets of files defined by the file search saved.
 
Tree sizes
 
Mini size bars are shown against each tree to quickly show relative size.  At the top level, these show the
amount of storage a complete server's tree is consuming relative to the whole storage recorded in the
current space database.  At each sub-directory level, this bar shows the relative storage consumed within
that server's tree.

Usage chart

For the currently selected tree, the usage chart shows how much storage is consumed by files not
accessed for a while.  For example a segment marked "2007: 45GB" means that files that haven't been
accessed since 2007 consume 45GB of storage.  

Click on a segment for more options.  For example Expand will cause that segment to be shown in more
detail in a Trend tool window.
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The usage chart is automatically updated when you click on a new tree.  To turn off auto-update simply
unpin the usage chart by clicking on the "pin" button at the top of the chart window, so that it closes.
 
Change columns
 
Click on 'change columns' to display a column chooser.  Change the columns displayed by dragging and
dropping column headings between this chooser and the tree summary results.  For example, click and
drag a column from the results to the chooser to hide a column.  Drag a column from the chooser's list
to the results window to add a column.  Drop the column at the position you want that column's data to
appear.
 
Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 

4.9.3 Changing detail displayed

The amount of detail shown in the Tree Summary can be varied.  In addition, more detail can be viewed
about a particular directory tree or folder.
 
Changing how many directories and trees that are visible
 

 
Use the size slider to change how many directory and trees are visible.  Hide or reveal smaller trees by
moving the slider to the left or right.  Move it to "All" if you want to see all trees and folders, irrespective
of the storage the files contained within them consume.
 
Viewing properties of an individual folder
 
Select a folder, then click on, or hover over, the Properties tab in the tree summary window.  The
properties pane will be displayed and current space database values for the chosen folder will be
displayed.
 
If the SPACEWatch Client can access the folder, "live" properties will be retrieved from the network and
will also be displayed.
 
Viewing more detail about an individual tree
 
Double click on a directory to see more detail about all folders in the tree starting with the selected
folder.  This detail will be shown in the Directory Finder.
 

4.10 Storage TreeMaps

The SPACEWatch TreeMap tool provides a unique way to view all or part of your storage.  With one click
interesting areas can be expanded, or more detail provided.  Reports can be generated and treemaps of
interest shared readily with others.

TreeMaps are a great way to visualize large amounts of structured data such as network storage.  Folders
that consume large amounts of data or contain files that are litt le used can be hard to see.  SPACEWatch
TreeMaps reveal this detail visually.

Based on a squarified treemap algorithm optimized for analyzing large datasets, SPACEWatch TreeMaps
are easy to use and work with even the largest and most complex networks.
 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treemap
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Topics in "Storage TreeMaps"

 Opening the treemap tool

 Parts of the treemap window

 Working with treemaps

 

4.10.1 Opening the treemap tool

The SPACEWatch TreeMap tool lets you view all of your storage and directory trees at a glance.  To
open the SPACEWatch TreeMap tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Folders on the ribbonbar and choose TreeMap.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose TreeMap.

4.10.2 The treemap window

Treemap rectangles

The treemap is made up of a number of rectangles, some nested within others.  These represent the
largest trees and folders within the currently selected storage.

If one folder is within the tree of another, it is shown within the rectangle of that 'higher level' folder.

Click on the tree path name at the top of each rectangle to see more options for viewing tree and folder
properties, drilling down to more detail, expanding the treemap at that point - or opening Windows
Explorer to work with the currently selected folder directly.

Properties pane

The properties pane can be used to display details about a selected tree.  To select a tree click on its
tree path name, shown at the top of each rectangle within the treemap.  A popup menu will be
displayed - choose 'Properties' from this menu.

Some tree and folder properties are also displayed within each rectangle.
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4.10.3 Working with treemaps

The SPACEWatch TreeMap tool provides a unique way to view all or part of your storage.  With one click
interesting areas can be expanded, or more detail provided.  Reports can be generated and treemaps of
interest shared readily with others.

TreeMaps are a great way to visualize large amounts of structured data such as network storage.  Folders
that consume large amounts of data or contain files that are litt le used can be hard to see.  SPACEWatch
TreeMaps reveal this detail visually.

Based on a squarified treemap algorithm optimized for analyzing large datasets, SPACEWatch TreeMaps
are easy to use and work with even the largest and most complex networks.

Expanding the top level treemap

When the treemap tool is first opened it shows a top level treemap for all storage in the current space
database.

To expand this treemap click on a tree name and choose 'Expand' from the popup menu.  A new
treemap window will open, encompassing just the chosen tree.

Treemap reports

The treemap can be copied to the clipboard at any time, and the image pasted into another application.
 To do this click on any tree name and choose 'Copy to clipboard' from the popup menu.

Alternatively generate a report using the Action buttons on the main ribbonbar.  This report can then be
printed or saved in a variety of formats such as Adobe PDF or as a web page.

The treemap can be saved to a variety of formats with one click.   click on any tree name and choose
'Save as' from the popup menu.  A range of formats will be displayed.

Production of treemap reports can also be automated to a schedule, including automatic emailing of
reports.

Drilling down

At any point on the treemap it is possible to view more detail about the folders in a particular tree, or
the files in a particular folder.  Click on any tree name and choose the folder and file detail options from
the popup menu.

'All folders' will use a new Folder Finder window to detail all folders in the currently selected tree. 
Alternatively 'Largest folders' can be selected to limit this list to the largest 100 folders.

'All files' will use a new File Finder window to detail all files in the currently selected folder.  Alternatively
'Largest files' can be selected to limit this list to the largest 100 files.

Opening in Windows Explorer

Any folder in the treemap can be opened and viewed using Windows Explorer.  To do this click on any 
tree name and choose 'Open in Windows Explorer'.

4.11 Analyzing users

 

Topics in "Analysing users"

 Opening the user finder tool

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Treemap
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 The user finder window

 Custom search

 One click analysis

 User investigation

 

4.11.1 Opening the user finder tool

The User Finder tool allows SPACEWatch users to analyze how storage is being used by particular file
owners.  To open the SPACEWatch User Finder tool, first make sure a space database is selected.

1. On the main ribbonbar click on View then Users.

or

1. Click on Users.

4.11.2 The user finder window

 

 
Each user is shown in a tree - if you expand the tree the servers where files owned by this user are
stored will be listed.  Continue to expand the tree to drill down on where the files are stored.  Click on a
folder to see a context menu giving more options for detailed analysis - for example, listing all the files
owned by that user in a given tree.

Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
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Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.

Custom Search

The custom search pane can be used to search and analyze different aspects of user-based storage, e.g.
how users are consuming storage on a particular part of your network - or with particular types of files.  

One Click

This section shows a number of pre-defined analyses that can be executed by clicking on their tit le.

4.11.3 Custom search

User Finder Custom search provides instant results for even the most complex search for user storage use
across the network.  Use any combination of the following search options:
 
User name Enter all or part of a user name.  Use special characters to alter which filenames are

selected:
 
% Any string of zero or more characters.  For example '%sharpe%' will find

any user name containing the string 'sharpe' in any position.
_ (underscore) Any single character. For example 'shar_' finds any 5 letter user name

starting with 'shar'.
[ ] Any single character within the specified range ([a-f]) or set ([abcdef]).

For example '[A-C]harpe' finds any user name starting with upper case A,
B or C and ending with 'harpe'.

[^] Any single character not within the specified range ([^a-f]) or set
([^abcdef]).

 
Use the drop down list to choose a particular user from a sorted list.

File types Use this drop down list to choose the group of file types that you want to limit the search
to.  For example "Audio Files" would limit the search to just those files owned by a user
that are of the types defined as "audio".  File type groups can be defined and changed at
any time. 
 

Server Choose a server from the drop down list to limit the search to files contained on that
system.  

 

Results to
display

Limits the results displayed to no more than this number.  You can combine this with a
sorted column.  For example, click on the Total Size column heading so that the column is
sorted by size, descending (the sort arrow is pointing down).  Now enter e.g. 50 in the
results to display field.  This will not limit the results to the largest 50 users.

Date
criteria

Click on the 'Date criteria' divider to show date search options. Tick 'date' and select the
date search settings to apply.
 
For example, choose 'Accessed' 'earlier than the last' '6' 'months' to limit the search to files
owned by the listed users that have not been accessed for at least 6 months from today's
date.
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Displaying more detail

Once users are listed more detail about their files can be displayed.  Right click a user and choose from
the popup menu.  For example, choose "largest files" to list the top 100 largest files related to this user
in the file finder.  From their the individual files can be examined, moved, deleted, archived etc.

4.11.4 One click analysis

Use the User Finder One Click Analysis to run popular built-in user analyses instantly.  To list one-click
analyses click on 'One Click Analysis'.  Click on an analysis to run the analysis and see results.  Analyses
available include:
 
Largest space
users

The 50 largest users of storage.

 

Top users with
unused space

The users with most storage consumed by files that have not been accessed since
they were created.

 

Top users of
new storage

The users with most storage consumed by files that have been recently created.

4.11.5 User investigation

The User Investigation tool provides a quick way to analyze a range of different aspects related to one or
more users.  Drill down from any of the results to see more detail, or run reports, save results or send
them by email to share them with others.

Getting started

Opening the user investigation tool

The user investigation window

Which users to investigate

Deciding what to investigate

User details displayed

Duplicates  
File types
  Unused files
  Storage locations 
 Trends

4.11.5.1 Opening the user investigation tool

The User Investigation tool can be used to analyze one or more users at the same time.  To open the
tool:

1. Click on View on the main ribbonbar and choose Investigate.

or

2. Click on Users on the main ribbonbar and choose Investigate.
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4.11.5.2 The user investigation window

Summary

A summary of the total space, folders and files owned by the given users.

Users to investigate

One or more users for whom the detail shown will be calculated.

Top duplicates

This pane shows the top sets of file duplicates for the given users, based on the storage those files are
consuming.

Top file types

This pane shows the top file types for the given users, based on the storage those files are consuming.

Top storage locations

This pane shows the folders in which the given users' files are consuming most storage.

Unused files summary

The number of files, and amount of storage, unused in particular time periods for the given users.

Trends pane tab

Click on this tab to display the trends pane, and a chart of storage used and files created over time. 
The date used to calculate this chart can be selected.

4.11.5.3 Deciding what to investigate

The User Investigation tool can be used to analyze one or more users at the same time.  The users to
analyze can be chosen in a number of ways:

All or part of the
user name

Enter all or part of a user name.  A list of users matching will be listed below.  For
example, enter 'Admin' and all users with 'Admin' in their name will be listed.

If more than one user is listed untick those you do not want to include and tick those
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you do.
 
Choose a name Alternatively choose one name from the drop down list of available users.

Date to use in
trends

Optionally change the date that is used in the Trends pane.

Once one or more users have been selected click on Go to produce a summary of user details.

4.11.5.4 User details displayed

The User Investigation tool provides a range of detail about the users selected and their use of storage.

Top duplicates

This pane shows the top sets of file duplicates for files created by the selected users. Right click on any
entry for further options.  For example, click on Detail to a list of all of the duplicated files in the selected
duplicated files set.  From there other actions can be carried out on each individual file.

Top file types

This pane shows a summary of the different types of files owned by the selected users - showing how
much space each set of different file types consume, and how many files have been found.  Right click
on any result for further options.

Top storage locations

This pane shows those folders where the selected users are consuming most storage with their files. 
Right click on any result for further options.
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Top unused files

In this pane various date ranges are shown, together with the total space consumed and files owned by
the selected users.  For example the result for "2009Q1" in the above example shows that 2.4GB of
space is consumed by files not used since the first quarter (January-March) of 2009.  An "unused" file is
one not accessed since it was created.  Right click on any result for further options.

Trends

This pane is hidden by default.  Click on the trends pane tab to display it.  Click on the pane pin to keep
this pane visible.  This pane shows how storage use and the quantity of files owned various over time of
the given users.  Point at any point with the mouse to display actual values from the chart.

4.12 Finding files

SPACEWatch maintains detailed data about all selected storage in space databases.  This means that
even the most complex file search can be carried out across the entire network - with virtually instant
results.  It is a simple exercise to answer questions like "how many large audio files owned by user 'abc'
have not been accessed for more than 6 months on server 'xyz'" or "how many email archive files are
being stored on the network and where are they".
 
Any search can be saved and re-used with one click; or they can be turned into standard reports; or
their contents can be used with scheduled file actions such as archiving  (Automated Storage
Management option required).
 

Topics in "Finding files"

 Opening the file finder tool

 The file finder window

 Custom search and Advanced search

 One click analysis
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 Saving file searches

 Folder pane

 Results visualisation

 Using the DataView tab

 File Properties

 File Actions

 

4.12.1 Opening the file finder tool

The SPACEWatch File Finder tool lets you carry out even the most complex file search instantly across
your whole network - without having to wait to scan your network.  To open the SPACEWatch File
Finder tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Files on the ribbonbar and choose Find.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Find Files.

4.12.2 The file finder window

 
Panes
 
Click on, or hover over, a tab to display the pane associated with that tab.  Use the pane 'pin' to keep
the pane displayed.
 

Folders. Browse the network using an 'Explorer' style folder layout. Click on a folder to view all files
contained in it.
Results visualisation. View a summary of users and servers/file systems that the current results are
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related to.  Click on a user or server to filter results.
DataView.  Use the dataview pane to see a visual representation of large results, and understand the
nature of all the results in one graphic summary.
Properties.  This pane provides detailed data about the selected file.  Where the file can be
accessed, live data will also be included.

 
Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 
Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.
 
Save search
 
Click on this button to add the current search to the File Searches stored in the current space database.
 
Change columns
 
Click on 'change columns' to display a column chooser.  Change the columns displayed by dragging and
dropping column headings between this chooser and the tree summary results.  For example, click and
drag a column from the results to the chooser to hide a column.  Drag a column from the chooser's list
to the results window to add a column.  Drop the column at the position you want that column's data to
appear.
 
Custom search
 
Use the custom search options to carry out even the most complex file search instantly, without waiting
for your network to be scanned.
 
One Click search
 
Use the 'One Click' searches to carry out popular built-in searches quickly and easily.
 
 

4.12.3 Custom search

File Finder Custom search provides instant results for even the most complex search for files across the
network.  To use custom search:

1. Open the File Finder tool
2. Click on the Custom Search tab and optionally click on the Pane Pin to keep the search tab visible
3. Enter the custom search criteria you want (see below)
4. Click on Search.

Use any combination of the following search options:
 
Filename Enter all or part of a filename.  Use special characters to alter which filenames are selected:

 
% Any string of zero or more characters.  For example '%sharpe%' will find

any filename containing the string 'sharpe' in any position.
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_ (underscore) Any single character. For example 'shar_' finds any 5 letter filename
starting with 'shar'.

[ ] Any single character within the specified range ([a-f]) or set ([abcdef]).
For example '[A-C]harpe' finds any filename starting with upper case A, B
or C and ending with 'harpe'.

[^] Any single character not within the specified range ([^a-f]) or set
([^abcdef]).

 
Use the drop down list to choose a file type and find all files of that type.

Size The size of the files to find.  This can be a specific size, a threshold, or a range.  For
example:
 
10K All files of exactly 10 kBytes in size.
>5M All files larger than 5 MBytes in size.
>6M, <10M All files larger than 6MB and smaller than 10MB
 

Owner Choose a space owner from the drop down list, or enter all or part of an owner name to
limit the results to just files owned by this user.  Special characters can be used - see
'Filename' above.  For example 'CN=DA%' will find all files owned by users whose names
begin 'CN=DA'.

Look in Choose a server from the drop down list to limit the search to files contained on that
system.  Choose 'Browse' to select a part of a server or volume.

 
Date search Click on the 'Date search' divider to show date search options. Tick 'date' and select the

date search settings to apply.
 
For example, choose 'Files last accessed' 'earlier than the last' '6' 'months' to limit the
search to files not accessed for at least 6 months from today's date.

 
 
 

4.12.4 Advanced search

File Finder Custom search provides instant results for even the most complex search for files across the
network. To access advanced search options click on the 'advanced options' divider in the custom search
pane.
 
Use any combination of the following search options:
 
Results to
display

Enter a number greater than zero to limit the number of results displayed.  This can
be combined with a sorted column.
 
For example, click on the 'Size' column header to sort by size descending and enter
'100' in the 'Results to display' box.  This will limit the search to the 100 largest files.
 

 Size column with results sorted, descending (largest first)

File properties Tick any file properties to look for in the search.  Tick 'Exclude these files' to include
all files e xce p t those matching the selected properties.  File properties include:
 
New File was created within the last 24 hours
Unused File has not been accessed since it was created
Deleted File has been deleted via SPACEWatch since the last space database

update
Read only File is marked read only on the source file system
System File is marked as a system file by the source file system
Hidden File is marked hidden on the source file system
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Archived File is marked archived on the source file system
Compressed File is marked compressed on the source file system
Link xxx File is a type of link file.  A link file is used by some file systems (such

as Windows and NTFS) to redirect file requests to the file data,
typically stored on another server or volume.  This technique is also
used by some archiving systems.
 
'Link Archived' denotes a file link created by SPACEWatch as part of
its own archiving services.  Searching for 'Link Archived' files allows
SPACEWatch archiving activity to be readily monitored, e.g. by
examining the last access dates of Link Archived files it is possible to
see how often archived files are being accessed.

 

4.12.5 One click analysis

Use the File Finder One Click Analysis to run popular built-in file searches instantly.  To list one-click
analyses click on 'One Click Analysis'.  Click on an analysis to run the analysis and see results.  Analyses
available include:
 
Largest Files The 100 largest files in the current space database.
 

Oldest Large
Files

The largest files that were created a long time ago.

 

Unused Large
Files

Large files that have not been accessed since they were created.

 

Most Recent
Files

Files created in the past 24 hours.

 

Archived
Recently

Files that have recently been archived using the SPACEWatch archive feature.

 

4.12.6 Saving file searches

File searches can be saved and re-used when required.  Once a search has been completed click on Save
Search and enter a unique name for the search.
 
At this point an existing file search can be selected, and the current search will be used to update the
selected file search definition.
 

 Any column sort settings will also be saved in your File search definition.
 
Using file searches
 
To see current file searches and re-use them:
 

1. Click on the Folders pane
2. Expand the File Searches tree
3. Click on a File Search to repeat that file search.

 
File searches can also be used from the Tree Summary.
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4.12.7 File Finder Panes

Click on, or hover over, a tab to display the pane associated with that tab.  Use the pane 'pin' to keep
the pane displayed.
 

Folders. Browse the network using an 'Explorer' style folder layout. Click on a folder to view all files
contained in it.
Results visualisation. View a summary of users and servers/file systems that the current results are
related to.  Click on a user or server to filter results.
DataView.  Use the dataview pane to see a visual representation of large results, and understand the
nature of all the results in one graphic summary.
Properties.  This pane provides detailed data about the selected file.  Where the file can be
accessed, live data will also be included.

 

Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.

4.12.7.1 Folder pane

Click on Folders in the file finder window to browse files by folder.

Expand servers and volumes to view folders from the currently selected space database.  Dimmed folders
contain no files.  Click on a folder to list all files stored in that folder.
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Expand the File Searches tree to list previously saved searches.  Click on a file search to run the search
and list files that currently match the File Search definition saved when it was first created.

4.12.7.2 Results visualisation

Click on Visualisation in the file finder window to view the servers and users associated with the currently
displayed results.

Click on any server or user to filter results.  Only results relating to that server or user will be displayed. 
Clear text from the Filter box to re-display all results.

4.12.7.3 Using the DataView tab

The DataView pane of the File Finder is a great way to understand the nature of a large set of search
results.  It provides a visual indication of three different file properties:
 

1. Last access
2. File size
3. How unused a file is (i.e. how close the last access and created dates are - if they are the same

then this indicates a completely unused file).
 
An example DataView chart is shown below for 40,000 files.
 

 
The unused state of a file is shown by how dark the point on this chart is - the darker the color, the
more unused the file is.  The other axes shows last access date and file size.
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The file finder window
Working with results

4.12.7.4 File Properties

Click on Properties in the file finder window to view detailed properties relating to the currently selected
file in the results list.  Different properties will be displayed depending on the type of file selected.

Properties currently recorded in the space database will be displayed.  If the file can be accessed on the
network, "live" properties will also be displayed.

Additional properties will be displayed e.g. where a file has been archived using SPACEWatch.

4.12.8 File Actions

Various File Actions can be applied to results listed in the SPACEWatch File Finder.  SPACEWatch will
attempt to apply these actions to the actual files on the network and in most cases cannot be undone.

1. Select one or more results in the File Finder search results
2. Click on an action in the File actions group on the main ribbonbar
3. Alternatively right click on a file in the results list and choose a File action from the popup menu
displayed.

Copy, Move

Select a folder and the files will be copied or moved to this new location, from wherever they are
currently located.  

Delete

The selected files will be deleted.

Archive

Select a folder and the files will be moved to this new location.  A "shortcut" pointer will be left in their
place - allowing transparent access to the files in their new location.

Compressed folder

Select a compressed folder and the files selected will be moved to this compressed folder.  If the
compressed folder does not already exist it will be created.

 Exchange and Domino file attachments can also be copied, moved, archived or sent to a
compressed folder.  This includes file attachments stored in Exchange mailboxes, public folders and
folders in PST archive files; as well as file attachments in Lotus Notes documents stored in Lotus Notes
database files both on Domino servers and file servers.  A suitable extension licence is required to
SPACEWatch Enterprise Edition to enable this functionality.
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4.13 Finding folders

The SPACEWatch Folder Finder tool allows the construction of complex searches and returns instant
results no matter how large your network.  Locate folders, mailboxes, public folders, Notes databases and
more quickly and easily.  Once results are found it is possible to drill down to more detail instantly - list all
files in a given folder with one click then analyse their details more closely in the File Finder.
 

Topics in "Finding folders"

 Opening the folder finder tool

 The folder finder window

 Custom search

 One click analyses

4.13.1 Opening the folder finder tool

The SPACEWatch Folder Finder tool lets you carry out even the most complex folder search instantly
across your whole network - without having to wait to scan your network.  To open the SPACEWatch
Folder Finder tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click Folders on the ribbonbar and choose Find.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Find Folders.
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4.13.2 The folder finder window

 
Custom search

Use the custom search areas to construct complex folder searches that will return almost instant results.
 Custom search results can be combined with Advanced Search options.

One click analyses

One click analyses provide instant access to a range of built-in common searches.  These vary by Edition.
 Simply click on a one click analysis to execute it at any time.  Then click on Print Preview on the main
ribbonbar to see a formatted report that you can share with others - or click on save actions to use the
results in other applications.

Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 
Change columns
 
Click on 'Change columns' to change which data is shown in the results list.  A column chooser window
will be displayed.  Drag and drop column headings to/from the column chooser list to change which are
displayed.  Drop columns wherever you want them to appear in the results list.
 
Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
Group results area
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Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.
 
  

4.13.3 Custom search

Folder Finder Custom search provides instant results for even the most complex search for folders across
the network.  To use custom search:

1. Open the Folder Finder tool
2. Click on the Custom Search tab and optionally click on the Pane Pin to keep the search tab visible
3. Enter the custom search criteria you want (see below)
4. Click on Search.

Use any combination of the following search options:
 
Folder nameEnter all or part of a folder path name.  Use special characters to alter which names are

selected:
 
% Any string of zero or more characters.  For example '%sharpe%' will find

any folder path containing the string 'sharpe' in any position.
_ (underscore) Any single character. For example 'shar_' finds any 5 letter folder path

starting with 'shar'.
[ ] Any single character within the specified range ([a-f]) or set ([abcdef]).

For example '[A-C]harpe' finds any path starting with upper case A, B or C
and ending with 'harpe'.

[^] Any single character not within the specified range ([^a-f]) or set
([^abcdef]).

Size The size of the folder to find.  This can be a specific size, a threshold, or a range.  For
example:
 
10K All folders of exactly 10 kBytes in size.
>5M All folders larger than 5 MBytes in size.
>6M, <10M All folders larger than 6MB and smaller than 10MB
 

Owner Choose a space owner from the drop down list, or enter all or part of an owner name to
limit the results to just folders owned by this user.  Special characters can be used - see
'Folder name' above.  For example 'CN=DA%' will find all folders owned by users whose
names begin 'CN=DA'.

Date search Click on the 'Date search' divider to show date search options. Tick 'date' and select the
date search settings to apply.
 
For example, choose 'created' 'earlier than the last' '6' 'months' to limit the search to
folders created at least 6 months from today's date.

Advanced
search

Click on the Advanced search divider to reveal more custom search options.

4.13.4 One click analyses

Use the Folder Finder One Click Analysis to run popular built-in folder searches instantly.  To list one-click
analyses click on 'One Click Analysis'.  Click on an analysis to run the analysis and see results.  Analyses
available will vary by Edition and include:
 
Largest folders Returns the 100 largest folders on your network - i.e. those whose files consume

most storage.
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Oldest folders Returns the 100 olders folders - based on the date that the files in each folder were
last updated.

Most recent
folders

Returns the 100 most recently created folders.

Recycle bins Returns folders that are recycle bins.

Messaging
analyses

A range of analyses tailored to the needs of Microsoft Exchange and IBM Lotus
storage analysis.  In SPACEWatch a range of messaging objects appear as 'folders'. 
These include:

Exchange mailboxes, mailbox folders and public folders - whether stored on an
Exchange server or PST files on the network
IBM Lotus applications, whether stored on IBM Domino servers or on the network.

4.14 Investigating scenarios and costs

The scenarios tool allows the impact of potential change  to be quickly assessed.  This includes a
calculation of the cost savings a change will generate.

For example the difference in storage growth that deleting file duplicates or removing unused files will
make.  It can be used to review charts and data showing predicted storage growth, and the predicted
impact of these different change scenarios.
 
For example it can be used to see what will happen if storage growth continues unchecked for the next
few months - how much additional storage will be required?  This baseline can then be compared to the
increasing benefit of implementing a particular storage management strategy.
 

Topics in "Investigating change scenarios"

 Opening the scenario tool

 The scenario window

 Creating a baseline scenario

 Predicting the impact of change

 Calculating cost benefits

 

4.14.1 Opening the scenario tool

Click on Scenarios on the main ribbon bar to open the scenario tool window.
 
Before the scenarios window becomes visible SPACEWatch will calculate the baseline scenario.  This 
baseline scenario will then be displayed.
 
Scenarios allow you to predict how storage will grow, and what impact changes will have on this growth.
 
For example you can review how quickly you are likely to run out of storage - or how much less storage
you will use in the future if you apply a policy of removing unused files.
 
You can apply scenarios for change to your network network, or to an individual server or storaqe system
- or even to parts of a system.
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4.14.2 The scenario window

 
Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.
 
 

4.14.3 Creating a baseline scenario

A baseline scenario shows you what will happen to your storage if you do nothing.
 
When you first open the scenarios tool you will be prompted to create a baseline scenario for the entire
network of space data stored in the currently selected space database.  
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If you choose No at this stage, a baseline scenario will be created with your first custom scenario.
 
You can create a new baseline for just one system - or part of a system.
 
1. Make sure that all t ick boxes are not ticked
2. Choose a system in the drop down system list
3. Optionally choose Browse to create a baseline for part of a system
4. Click on Add
 
A baseline scenario will be created and listed.  To view a chart, click on the new baseline in the results
list.
 

4.14.4 Predicting the impact of change

Use the scenario tool to predict the impact of various types of changes.  For example, removing unused
files.
 
The scenario tool will let you review the impact of change in comparison with doing nothing - the 
baseline scenario.
 
1. Tick one or more changes that you want to model
2. Choose the scope for the change by optionally limiting the change to one system, or part of a system
3. Click on Add

 

A new scenario will be calculated and added to the results list.  Click on the result to display a chart that
compares the "do nothing" approach with your chosen change.  The scenario will also show the cost
savings this change is predicted to have.
 
Available changes include:
 

Unused: all files that have not been accessed for at least three months
Duplicates: duplicate files, based on name, last modification and size
Archives: email archive files e.g. PST files (for Microsoft Exchange systems) or NSF files (for IBM Lotus)
File types: groups of files of a particular related type, e.g. Audio files
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4.14.5 Calculating cost benefits

Use the Scenarios tool to view the cost savings that changes to your storage will generate - or to view
the additional storage costs you will incur if you do nothing.

Each time a new scenario is created a cost/saving will be calculated based on your provided cost per GB.

In the example above, removing files that have been unused for more than 3 months from server ADICI
will save a projected $9,993 over the next 12 month period.  If all unused files on the network were
removed this would save a projected $23,996.

Click on the Save CSV button to save the scenario calculations to a file that can be used in other
applications, for example Microsoft Excel.

4.15 Finding trends

SPACEWatch Trends can be used to analyze historic storage use - looking at trends in the growth or
utilization of storage, or trends in the use profile e.g. by day of week or time of day.  

To calculate the cost of future growth, or savings from cleanup operations, use the Scenario Tool. 
 

Topics in "Finding trends"

 Opening the trends tool

 The trends window

 Trend types

 

4.15.1 Opening the trends tool

The SPACEWatch Trends tool lets you view historic trends and usage profiles of various sorts.  To open
the SPACEWatch Trends Tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Trends.
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4.15.2 The trends window

 
Trend settings

The trend settings determine which trend to display, and how to customize the analysis.  A range of
different trend types are available.

Context menu

When a trend chart is displayed, hovering over any point or bar with the mouse pointer will display
additional data.  Clicking on a point or bar will display a context menu wilth additional options - for
example Expand to magnify the data at the current point, or Detail to drill down to the File Finder and
display the files constituting the particular bar or point.

Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when you
click on, or hover over, a side tab. 
 

4.15.3 Trend types

SPACEWatch Trends Tool can be used to analyze a range of different types of trends:

File trends

User trends

Storage utilization trends

Storage access trends

Network performance trends

Mailbox profiles
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4.15.3.1 File trends

File Trends are used by SPACEWatch to show how different sizes or ages of files are stored across your
network.  For example the number of files can be shown alongside when they were last accessed and
their size.

In the example below file size range is shown on the left axis; file last access date on the bottom axis;
and the size of each bubble indicates the relative number of files.  For more details place the mouse
pointer over a bubble.  To expand a particular date period, or to see particular files in detail, click on a
bubble and select from the displayed context menu.

To view file trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Files in the Settings pane
3. Choose the Format:

File Count shows bubble size relative to the number of files; File Space relative to the space the
files occupy.

The Date selected is shown along the bottom axis.

4. Choose the Period:
This is the period up to the most recent data in the current space database.
Once the chart is displayed you can step backwards and forwards in time.

5. Optionally choose where to Look in:
This is either a complete system, or scroll down to browse within a particular server or file

system.
Choose All Data to analyse all data in the current space database.

4. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane.

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  

To see more detail click on any bubble in the chart and choose a List files... option from the popup
menu. Choose Expand to expand the chart to show only the selected date period.
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4.15.3.2 User trends

User Trends are used by SPACEWatch to show how the different sizes or ages of files belonging to
selected users are stored across your network.  The storage the files consume is shown for each user.

To view user trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Users in the Settings pane
3. Choose the distribution style (Size or Date)
4. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane
5. Choose one or more users to plot
6. Optionally (Date style only) choose the type of date to use
7. Click OK.

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  To see
more detail click on any bar in the chart and choose Detail from the popup menu. 

Scrolling and zooming

To zoom the chart, use the mouse wheel.  When zooming you will see a scroll bar displayed.  Use the
scroll bar to change which part of the chart is displayed.  Alternatively click on the chart and drag it to
the left or right.

4.15.3.3 Storage utilization trends

Storage Utilization Trends are used by SPACEWatch to show two types of trends: how fast storage is
growing over time, and the profile of usage over time (e.g. day of week profile).  The space
consumption for each period is shown in a bar chart.  Any bar can be expanded to multiple levels of detail
- or file level detail selected to list all files making up a particular bar.
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Hist o ric  t re nd  t ype

Day-o f-w e e k t re nd  t ype

To view storage utilization trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Storage Utilization in the Settings pane
3. Optionally click on Use Children to calculate the trend for each sub-tree below the storage
selected in the "Look in" drop down (see below)
4. Choose where to look in - this can limit the analysis to particular parts of your storage
5. Choose the analysis format e.g. Historic, Day-of-week, Time-of-day
6. Choose the time period over which to complete the analysis
7. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane
8. Optionally click on a bar and choose Expand to display a chart encompassing only the chosen
period, or Detail to list all files making up that bar in the File Finder, from where further actions can
be carried out.

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  To see
more detail click on any bar in the chart and choose Detail from the popup menu. 
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4.15.3.4 Storage access trends

Storage Access Trends are used by SPACEWatch to show two types of trends: changes in storage
access over time, and the profile of usage over time based on access (e.g. day of week profile).  The
space consumption for each period is shown in a bar chart.  Any bar can be expanded to multiple levels
of detail - or file level detail selected to list all files making up a particular bar.

Comparing  se rve rs w it h  t he  "Use  ch ild re n" op t ion

To view storage utilization trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Storage Access in the Settings pane
3. Optionally click on Use Children to calculate the trend for each sub-tree below the storage
selected in the "Look in" drop down (see below)
4. Choose where to look in - this can limit the analysis to particular parts of your storage
5. Choose the analysis format e.g. Historic, Day-of-week, Time-of-day
6. Choose the time period over which to complete the analysis
7. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane
8. Optionally click on a bar and choose Expand to display a chart encompassing only the chosen
period, or Detail to list all files making up that bar in the File Finder, from where further actions can
be carried out.

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  To see
more detail click on any bar in the chart and choose Detail from the popup menu. 

4.15.3.5 Network performance trends

User Network Performance trends are used by SPACEWatch to show the end-to-end network
performance that users are experiencing when using a particular server.  Performance is the speed with
which files can be written to the server.  Variation over time is displayed.

The Network Performance chart shows thresholds for various common network interface speeds such as
10Mbit/s, 100Mbit/s and 1Gbit/s.  These can be used to compare actual with theoretical maximum
performance.  Where network performance falls well below theoretical maximum is likely that users are
experiencing a "slow" network - e.g. where a file server or SAN is accessed remotely via a WAN that has
limited bandwidth available at the time, or where a LAN is becoming saturated.  Bad network
performance may also be attributable to the file server itself, or network components such as routers,
switches or PC/server interfaces.
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Use r ne tw o rk pe rfo rmance

To view network performance trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Network Performance in the Settings pane
3. Choose where to look in - you need to specify the server that will be analyzed
5. Choose the time period over which to complete the analysis, e.g. 'Month' will show results for the
last month of data available
7. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  To see
more detail click on any bar in the chart and choose Detail from the popup menu. 

Scrolling and zooming

To zoom the chart, use the mouse wheel.  When zooming you will see a scroll bar displayed.  Use the
scroll bar to change which part of the chart is displayed.  Alternatively click on the chart and drag it to
the left or right.

4.15.3.6 Mailbox profiles

Mailbox Profiles show historic usage profiles of interest when analyzing space use on Microsoft Exchange
or IBM Lotus Domino systems.  Usage analyses available include:

Mail database size The spread of mail database sizes - what sizes, and
how many at each size, exist on the network.  To
select only a specific server use the Look in drop
down to choose that server.

Message size The spread of message sizes - what sizes, and how
many at each size, exist on the network.

Message volume The spread of message volumes - how many
messages in each range of mailbox/database
message volumes exist 

Attachment volume The spread of attachment volumes - how many file
attachments in each range of mailbox/database
attachment volumes exist

Message space history How much new space new messages consumed
over the historic period of time selected.
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Attachment space history How much new space new file attachments
consumed over the historic period of time selected.

Message volume history How many new messages have been created at
various times over the historic period selected.

Attachment volume history How many new file attachments have been created
at various times over the historic period selected.

To view mailbox profile trends:

1. Open the Trends tool window
2. Choose Mailbox Profiles in the Settings pane
3. Choose where to look in - this can limit the analysis to particular parts of your storage
4. Choose the analysis format - these are described above
5. Choose the time period over which to complete the analysis (available only for historic analyses)
6. Click on Refresh at the bottom of the Settings pane
8. Optionally click on a bar and choose Expand to display a chart encompassing only the chosen
period, or Detail to list all files making up that bar in the File Finder, from where further actions can
be carried out.

The resulting Trends chart can be saved in various formats, printed or sent via email to others.  To see
more detail click on any bar in the chart and choose Detail from the popup menu. 

4.16 Comparison of storage

SPACEWatch Comparison can be used to see file level change over time - including which folders and files
have been removed.  The Comparison tool allows the currently selected space database to be compared
with a second space database - for example a database of storage data refreshed at an earlier date. 
 

Topics in "Comparison of storage"

 Opening the comparison tool

 The comparison window

 

4.16.1 Opening the comparison tool

The SPACEWatch Comparison tool lets you compare the currently selected space database with a
second one. This lets you analyze change over time down to file level - including the removal of folders
and files.  To open the SPACEWatch Comparison Tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Comparison.
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4.16.2 The comparison window

Tree comparison

The tree comparison shows a comparison of the two databases, folder by folder - arranged in a tree
structure.

The folders from database 2 are color coded to highlight the comparison.  When a tree or folder in
database 2 is larger than the current database (database 1), or new, it is shown red.  When it is smaller,
or removed, it is shown green.  The bar chart next to each column shows the relative change.

When you click on a folder the files in that folder are listed in the Files list.

Optionally tick the "Show all" check box at the top of this list.  This will show all folders in the tree, rather
than just those that have changed.

Files list

The Files list shows all files in the currently selected folder - from both databases.  Where the sames files
exist in both databases, any changes in size etc. are also shown.

Color coding is used to highlight change.  Red shows that a file in database 2 is larger than that in the
current database (database 1), or new.  Green shoes that a file in database 2 is smaller than that in the
current database (database 1), or has been removed.

Pane 'Pin'
 
Use this to control pane behaviour.  The File list pane can be permanently displayed, or appear only when
you click on, or hover over, a side tab. 

4.17 Applications stored on the network

When Windows application files are stored on the network SPACEWatch will identify which applications
they relate to, and the manufacturer of those applications.  In this it is easy to check which programs are
being introduced by users.
 
Application data is obtained by analysing the program files themselves - there is no database of
manufacturers etc. to maintain.  It is therefore an excellent way to discover unwanted and potentially
unlicensed applications being stored on the network.
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Topics in "Applications stored on the network"

 Opening the applications tool

 The applications summary window

 Drill down to more detail

 

4.17.1 Opening the applications tool

The SPACEWatch Applications tool lets you view all applications whose program files are stored on the
network.  To open the SPACEWatch Applications tool, first make sure a space database is selected.
 

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Applications.

 

4.17.2 The applications summary window

 
Filter
 
Enter text here to limit the results displayed to only those those that contain the text entered.  Delete
all text to remove the filter.
 
Group results area
 
Drag column headings to this area to group results by that column.  For more detail refer to working with
results.  When this tool is first displayed results are grouped by Manufacturer.  To remove this grouping
drag the Manufacturer column heading button back to the results and drop it in the preferred location.
 
 

4.17.3 Drill down to more detail

All files associated with a particular application version can be listed.  To produce this list
 

1. Select the application/version of interest by clicking on a result
2. Click on Detail in the main ribbonbar
3. Switch tabs to show the File Finder tool displayed. This will show the detail of all files associated
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with the selected application.

4.18 Quick Answers

Use Quick Answers to see brief results for a range of common or useful concerns.

1.  Click on Quick on the main Client ribbonbar
2.  Click on an item in the question list

After a short time the results related to the question chosen will be displayed.  Click on Copy to copy
the results to the Windows clipboard, or Investigate to find out more about that your storage in that
area.

4.19 Browsing media

SPACEWatch Desktop Edition lets you browse different types of media that it has discovered - these
include music, pictures and videos.  Different data is available depending on the type of media.  

With music you can browse by Album, Artist etc.  

With pictures you can carry list similar pictures - that is, pictures that look the same to you and me -
irrespective of the format they are stored in, their size, whether they are blurred or rotated etc.
 

Topics in "Media"

 Opening the media tool

 Browsing media

 Viewing similar pictures

 

4.19.1 Opening the media tool

The SPACEWatch Media tool is available in SPACEWatch Desktop Edition.  It lets you quickly browse
media such as music, pictures and videos that have been discovered.  You can also use it to search for
similar looking pictures. To open the SPACEWatch Media tool, first make sure a space database is
selected.
 

1. Click Media on the main ribbonbar.

or

1. Click View on the ribbonbar and choose Media.
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4.19.2 Browsing media

When you first open the media tool you will see a list of audio files found, grouped by Artist.  Use the
task pane on the right of the window to change what media you view, and how it is viewed:

In the example above All Pictures are being displayed.  If you are displaying pictures you can view icon
previews of each picture, grouped into those that look similar - even if the pictures are in different file
formats, have been resized, cropped, rotated etc.

Click on Music - Genre + Artist to display your music grouped by Genre and then Artist.  Click on Vide -
Name to see all your videos organized by name.

The data you will see about media will depend on the type of media being displayed.

4.19.3 Viewing similar pictures

The SPACEWatch Media tool is available in SPACEWatch Desktop Edition.  It lets you sort your pictures
into those that look similar - even if they are in different formats, cropped, blurred, rotated or resized. 
This is great if you can't remember where pictures were saved, or have new pictures and you want to
find ones with similar or identical contents that you created previously.

Take a look at these pictures - they look quite similar, don’t they?
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You can tell that they are based on the same picture of a Scottish Bagpiper - but to the average computer

program they are completely different.  We have developed innovative algorithms to allow SPACEWatch 

Desktop Edition to see like you do - it correctly identifies all of these pictures as being similar.

And it does this in seconds.

We’ve built SPACEwatch Desktop Edition to do more than just find pictures of the same bagpipe playing
Scotsman.  It will also find pictures with similar - but not identical - content.  Take a look at these two
examples:

 

They are clearly different - but if you choose the SPACEWatch "very similar" picture option they will
appear together.

Once you have found similar or identical pictures of interest you can open them, copy, delete or move
them - or print a report about them.

4.20 Reports

SPACEWatch includes a range of methods to share data with others - including a flexible approach to
reporting.  Any results can be saved and used in other applications, or printed out as pre-formatted
reports.  Alternatively results can be sent via email to others.

A set of example custom reports is included with SPACEWatch - these can be modified or new ones
created using the SPACEWatch Designer.

Whether a report is built-in or has been created as a custom report, these can be automated and run to
a schedule - for example allowing reports to be distributed automatically via email using the SPACEWatch
Administrator.

 Certain reporting features may not be available depending on the Edition of SPACEWatch you are
using.
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Built-in reports

To run a built-in report:

1. Click on the Reports tab on the main ribbonbar
2. Click on one of the Standard report options and choose a report.

Once the report has been prepared click on Print Preview  to display the formatted output before it is
printed, saved or sent by email.

Custom reports

To run a custom report:

1. Click on the Reports tab on the main ribbonbar
2. Click on Custom Report
3. Browse and select the custom report script to run
4. Optionally enter any values that are to be passed to the report - e.g. many reports are written to
limit their scope depending on the value entered here.

Once the report has been prepared it will be displayed automatically in Print Preview  to show the
formatted output before it is printed, saved or sent by email.

4.20.1 Custom reports

SPACEWatch data and charts can be shared using built-in reports or via custom reports you design
yourself.  A set of custom report examples are included with the SPACEWatch installation.  These can be
copied and changed - or new custom reports can be created from scratch.

To create or change a custom report use the SPACEWatch Designer.  To run custom reports
automatically to a pre-set schedule, use the SPACEWatch Administrator.

4.20.2 Print preview

The Print Preview window shows formatted reports before they are printed, saved or sent via email. 
Reports might come from other SPACEWatch tools, as built-in reports, or custom reports creating the
SPACEWatch Designer.

When a Print Preview window is selected an additional Viewer tab will be visible on the main ribbonbar. 
This gives access to Print Preview functions.

Viewer tab

The following actions are available from the viewer tab:

P rin t Print the currently previewed report

Copy Copy the results shown in the report to the Windows clipboard

Save Save the report in a variety of formats including

Web - html format suitable for publishing on web sites
Excel - Microsoft Excel format
Word - Microsoft Word format
PDF - Adobe PDF format, readable with the free Adobe Reader
Plain text

Email Send the report via email as a PDF attachment 

Find Find text within the report

http://www.adobe.com
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V ie w  op t ions Change the way the report is viewed within the Print Preview window.

5 SPACEWatch Administrator

Manage scheduled reporting and automated storage management from the SPACEWatch Administrator.
 

 The Administrator, and certain features, may not be available depending on the Edition of
SPACEWatch you are using.

Getting started

Read how to get started with the Administrator

Change the SPACEWatch installation that is being managed

Managing tasks

Manage space databases

Collection tasks

Report tasks

Automated storage management tasks

Batch tasks

Setting a schedule

Global settings

Managing file type groups

5.1 The Administrator main window
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Main ribbonbar

Different actions will be visible in the main ribbonbar depending on the Ribbonbar tab selected.  Actions
will be enabled or disabled depending on the current licence limits and the type of task selected in the
Task list area.

Ribbonbar tabs

Click on Global settings to change key properties affecting SPACEWatch operation.  Click on Actions to
display Administrator key actions.

Task views

Expand task categories in the task list and click on different views to display tasks in the Task list area.

Task list area

Existing tasks will be displayed in this area, depending on the category and view selected in the Task
views list.  When a task is selected, different actions will be enabled on the main ribbonbar.

5.2 Getting started with the Administator

SPACEWatch Administrator lets you create and manage:

Space databases that other tasks and the SPACEWatch Client use
Scheduled data collection to keep space databases up-to-date
Reporting tasks to generate reports and optionally have then distributed by email
Batch tasks to run a sequence of previously defined tasks one after the other
Storage management tasks to clean-up or archive files automatically.

 

 The Administrator, and certain features, may not be available depending on the Edition of
SPACEWatch you are using.

If you have SPACEWatch installed on other servers you can manage those installations remotely.

5.3 Changing server

Remote installations of SPACEWatch can be managed from the Administrator. To change server:

1.  Click on Ribbonbar tab Global settings
2.  Click on action Change computer
3.  Enter the network name of the remote computer that SPACEWatch is installed onto.

 To manage a remote installation, the user running SPACEWatch Administrator must have read,
modify and write access to administrative shares on the volume where SPACEWatch is installed, and on
the volume where Windows is installed (if different).  These administrative shares must be accessible
from the computer that the SPACEWatch Administrator is running on.  Please refer to your network
administrator as necessary.
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5.4 Managing space databases

Space databases are used by the SPACEWatch Client, as well as tasks created with the Administrator.

Space databases are where SPACEWatch stores detailed data about your storage. These let
SPACEWatch carry out even the most complex analysis on large amounts of storage very quickly -
without needing to re-scan the network.  All data can be stored in one space database and shared with
all SPACEWatch users - or split data across more than one for even better performance.
 
Where are space databases stored?
 
Space databases can be stored in a choice of locations:

On a Microsoft SQL Server system - on the same system as the SPACEWatch installation, or remotely
On a MySQL system - this is a popular free open source database system*
Using SPACEWatch's internal database format - suitable for storage used by one server or a small
department.

Database management tasks

Creating a database
Dropping a database
Importing data into a database
Data administration
Database properties
Opening a database in the SPACEWatch Client 

* SPACEWatch 6 is supported by Sharpeware when using MySQL 5.0.67 or later running on Windows or
linux systems with Connector/ODBC 3.51 or later installed.  On other MySQL-supported platforms best
endeavors support will be provided.

5.4.1 Drop a database

To drop an existing database follow these steps.  The database - all data in it - will be permanently lost.

1.  Expand the Space databases category in the task view
2.  Click on a view such as SQLServer to display existing space databases of that type known to this

Adminsitrator
3.  Click on the database you wish to drop
4.  Choose Drop Database on the Action ribbonbar, or right-click on the database and choose Drop

Database.

5.4.2 Import data into a database

Data can be imported into a SQL database from another SQL space database, or a SPACEWatch data file.

1.  Expand the Space databases category in the task view
2.  Click on a view such as SQLServer to display existing space databases of that type known to this

Adminsitrator
3.  Click on the database you wish to import data into
4.  Choose Import Database on the Action ribbonbar, or right-click on the database and choose

Import Database
5.  Choose the type of database you want to import
6.  Browse for the database you want to import.
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 Data import cannot be undone and may take some time to complete.

5.4.3 Data administration

Data can be selectively removed from an existing space database.  Alternatively all data can be cleared
from it.  If you suspect the data in the database has become corrupt, e.g. because an import or data
collection task was interrupted by system failure, the data can be validated.

To administer data in an existing database:

1.  Expand the Space databases category in the task view
2.  Click on a view such as SQLServer to display existing space databases of that type known to this

Adminsitrator
3.  Click on the database you wish to administer
4.  Choose Data Administration on the Action ribbonbar, or right-click on the database and choose

Data Administration
5.  Choose the type data administration task to carry out.

 Data administration tasks cannot be undone and may take some time to complete.

Clear data

This option will clear all data from the selected space database.  Its structure will remain unchanged.  If
you wish to remove only part of the space database's data then use the next option.

Remove tree

Use this option to remove part of the data from a space database.  Browse the data in the space
database using the directory trees displayed.  Click on the directory at the root of the tree you want to
remove.  Click on Remove Tree.  This will cause all directories in that tree (including the chosen
directory) - and all associated file data - to be removed from the space database.

Validate data

If you suspect that the data in the selected space database has become corrupt or inconsistent use this
option to run a check of the data, and fix any issues that are found.

5.4.4 Creating a database

To create a new space database:

1.  Click on the Actions ribbonbar tab
2.  Click on the Database action
3.  Complete the Open Database options (see below)
4.  Click on OK.

If the database does not exist, it will be created and it 's structure (tables, indexes etc) will be created.

Open Database options

Drive r

Select the driver that Windows will use to connect to the sort of database management system
(DMS)  you are using.  For example, for SQL Server this might be "SQL Server" or "SQL Native
Client".  For MySQL this might be "MySQL ODBC Connector".  Some drivers may require additional
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DMS vendor software to be installed.

Se rve r

Enter the network name of the server that the database management system is installed on.  This
may be "localhost" if the local computer is to be used.

Dat abase

The name the database should be given. This must be unique within the instance of the database
system on the chosen server.  The instance name may also be given, if this is not the default.  E.g.
"spacewatch\hqstorage".  If the default database instance is being used this can be simplified to
"hqstorage".

A ut he nt icat ion

If you are using a Microsoft SQL Server database management system you can choose between
Windows or Database authentication.  If you choose Windows authentication the credentials of the
currently logged in user will be used to access the database.  Otherwise you can enter a username
and password created via the database administrator.

With other database systems such as MySQL only Database authentication can be used.

5.4.5 Database properties

To view properties about an existing space database:

1.  Expand the Space databases category in the task view
2.  Click on a view such as SQLServer to display existing space databases of that type known to this

Adminsitrator
3.  Click on the database you wish to drop
4.  Choose Database Properties on the Action ribbonbar, or right-click on the database and choose

Database Properties.

5.4.6 Open a database with the SPACEWatch Client

Any space database may be opened using the SPACEWatch Client installed on the current computer.

1.  Expand the Space databases category in the task view
2.  Click on a view such as SQLServer to display existing space databases of that type known to this

Adminsitrator
3.  Click on the database you wish to drop
4.  Choose Open in client on the Action ribbonbar, or right-click on the database and choose Open

in client.

5.5 Collection tasks

Collection tasks are used to update the contents of a space database. They can be scheduled to run
automatically at pre-set times.  A collection task can update all or only part of a space database, based on
data from local or remote storage.

Read more:

Collection best practice
Quick scan
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Creating or updating a collection task

5.5.1 Collection best practices

Before you can search and analyze your storage with SPACEWatch Storage Suite you need to collect
data about your network by scanning it.  This data is stored in one or more databases.  On subsequent
scans only the changes are saved.

This technique has a number of benefits:

Scale  t o  fit  your o rgan izat ion

Whatever your storage infrastructure; however it is distributed locally or remotely (even on disconnected
sites); you can construct a data collection regime that fits your organization.

Scan  once , use  many t ime s

At any time you can re-use your scanned data to instantly carry out search, analysis and reporting –
without the need to re-scan your network.  This means that however large or distributed your network
you still get instant access to detailed storage data.

Min im ize  syst e m load

Because you scan your network once and then use your scanned data for storage management, you do
not continually place load on your servers and storage.  Even the most complex analyses are carried out
with no additional load being placed on the source servers or storage – in fact SPACEWatch users don’t
even need access to them!

Maxim ize  analysis soph ist icat ion

Whether your storage is distributed across multiple sites – or includes TB of data – you can carry out
powerful analysis, trends and report generation, often interactively.  

Mu lt i-use r

And many users can carry out their own search, analysis and reporting from their own SPACEWatch
installations without the need to collect their own data – re-using the SPACEWatch space database again
and again.

A ut omat e d

Because SPACEWatch and the space database is multi-user in operation, this also means you can create
automated tasks for data collection, reporting, file migration etc. from one or more locations – whilst still
maintaining interactive access from your own local SPACEWatch installation.

Read on:

How is data collected
Tuning tips
Scenario 1 - Small/Distributed data collection
Scenario 2 - Large/Centralized data collection
Scenario 3 - Large/Distributed data collection
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5.5.1.1 How is data collected

There are two key ways you can configure SPACEWatch to collect data and store it in a shared space
database:

On-line collection
Off-line collection.

On-line collection results in your SQL space database being directly updated with the latest storage data.
 Off-line collection allows you to carry out update from a remote or disconnected site.

On-line data collection

On-line data collection allows one or more SPACEWatch collection tasks to scan areas of storage and
update a SQL space database.  You can continue using the SQL space database as normal whilst these
updates are taking place.

You can run a number of tasks in parallel – either on similar areas of storage, or different servers for
example.

To allow complete flexibility in how you construct your collection tasks, each task stores scanned data in
a local cache and then merges this data into the SQL database.  You can store space data in MySQL v5
or later databases or Microsoft SQL Server 2000 or later databases.

You can also choose the place to store your cache data as shown in the table below:

Space database format:

Cache format: Local data file MySQL SQL Server

Local data file 1,2 2 2

MySQL

SQL Server

Supported data collection combinations

1 No caching used

2 Default configuration

By default scanned data will be cached in a local data file – that is, one using SPACEWatch’s internal
database format.  This is fine in most cases but sometimes you may wish to use a SQL database for
storing this temporary data.  This is discussed below when we consider tuning of data collection.
You can change the cache format by choose “SQL db for temporary data” from your advanced data
collection options.

A  no t e  on  me rg ing  dat a

If you collect space data and want to transfer this data to another format later – e.g. another SQL
database or from a local data file to a SQL database – then you can do this in just about any
combination.
For example you can merge data from a MySQL database into a SQL Server database, or a local data file
into a MySQL database.  You cannot merge data from a SQL database back in to a local data file,
however.

Off-line data collection
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Off-line data collection allows you to collect data remotely e.g. from sites at the end of low bandwidth
links, or disconnected sites, and merge this data into your central SQL space database.

Off-line data collection is achieved by storing scanned data in a local data file (using SPACEWatch’s
internal database format); transferring this local data file to your central location; and then merging this
data file into your SQL space database.

5.5.1.2 Tuning tips for data collection

There is great flexibility in how you can optimize data collection from your infrastructure to use with
SPACEWatch Storage Suite.  Because each infrastructure is different, it is not possible to predict in
advanced the exact approach that will suite your organization.

However, there some general guidelines that you may wish to consider whilst planning your SPACEWatch
Storage Suite deployment.

In general you should be able to completely automated update of your SQL space database(s) in such a
ways that all you need do on a day-to-day basis is run up SPACEWatch, connect you’re your SQL space
database, and get working with your data – space data maintenance should be completely transparent.

Below we summarize some top tips, and then apply these to two typical scenarios.

Space Collection Top Tips

1. You can automate space collection tasks - so once you have identified how you want to break them
down, use the SPACEWatch Task Manager to create the schedules you want.

2. It is better to carry out a number of smaller scans rather than one large one - that way you have much
more control.

3. You do not have to use one SQL database for all your storage data - depending on how users access
the space database or how you generate reports, you could split your data across multiple databases
and/or database servers.

4. It is better to install SPACEWatch as close to your servers as possible - or even consider running a
collection task on a server.

5. Space collection can optionally be carried out multi-threaded.  However there is a trade off between
the capacity of the machine running a SPACEWatch collection task, the load you place on your
network, and the speed of collection.  Experiment with small scans to find the optimum approach for
your network.

6. Advanced space collection options such as Checksums or Byte-wise comparison can dramatically slow
down data gathering as they require SPACEWatch to access the actual data of each file - don't use
them unless you have to.

5.5.1.3 Scenario 1 - Small/Distributed data collection

Recommended approach:

Use SPACEWatch local caching
Use multiple collection tasks

In this scenario you may have servers and storage spread across multiple locations - some may even be
disconnected or at the end of slow data links.  You should configure multiple smaller collection tasks and
either directly merge this data into the shared space database, or alternatively store data to a local
SPACEWatch data file.  

If you create a local data file you can then move this to a central location and merge it into the SQL
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space database at your leisure.

Collect 
Merge

SQL
Space data

Collect 
Merge

Collect Merge

Remote collect and merge
Local collect and merge

Remote collect, local merge

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

SPACEWatch
data file

SPACEWatch data collection configurations

If you have a Windows server at a remote location you could run the SPACEWatch collection task directly
on that server - or alternatively from a nearby PC or server.  One collection task can scan one or more
local or remote servers.

5.5.1.4 Scenario 2 - Large/Centralized data collection

Recommended approach:

Consider using a SQL temporary database for data caching
If you must create large collection tasks, consider using multi-threaded collection.

In this scenario you may have a large central SAN and you want to get a significant (e.g. TB) of storage
scanned as quickly as possible.  Of course whatever method you choose, storing and updating data
about millions of files is not a trivial exercise and, for larger systems, will always take some hours to
complete.  However this can be automated to run out of hours, for example.

For very large single collection tasks you may need to consider storing cache data in a SQL temporary
database.  Normally this data is stored using SPACEWatch's internal database technology.  However this is
limited in scalability and should not be used for scans of more than about 1.5 million files (equivalent to a
temporary data file of 2GB).  

The amount of storage data that this equates to will vary with the average size on disk of those files, but
a safe rule of thumb is to assume 200GB of data per 1 million files - so if your storage is 50% used this
equates to 400GB of disk space.

The SQL temporary database does not need to be on the same system as your main SQL space
database - it could be on a database system local to SPACEWatch, e.g. using a local MySQL or SQL
Server Express installation.  

When you select a SQL temporary database the settings you choose will persist via registry settings, so
that they will also be used in any automated collection tasks that you schedule.

Using multi-threaded collection

SPACEWatch supports multi-threaded data collection.  This means that multiple Windows processes
simultaneously scan your network for storage data.  By default SPACEWatch runs with a single data
collection thread.  To increase this change the My Documents\SPACEWatch\swatch.ini setting:

[SpaceWatch]
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ScanThreads=5

For v5.7.70 of SPACEWatch and earlier this setting can only be 1 or 5 - other settings will default to
either 1 or 5 threads.  

For v5.7.71 and later you can specify any integer number between 1 and 10 and you will see that
number of collection threads used if you look at Windows Task Manager "Processes" tab whilst running a
collection.

You need to tune your data collection to balance the number of threads with the capacity of your
SPACEWatch system.  Too many threads will simply saturate the local PC or server, slowing down all the
threads and reducing overall scan speed.  Too few threads and again you will not get maximum scan
speed.  

When adjusting thread count you should also monitor the source system being scanned, as some
systems (particularly Netware file systems, but also some NAS systems) can suffer from insufficient
caching and large storage scans can noticeably affect their performance as file servers.

The impact of advanced collection options

Some advanced collection options can dramatically reduce collection speed.  For small collections this is
not significant, but if your aim is to scan a large storage infrastructure as quickly as possible then you
should not choose these unnecessarily.  They include:

Checksums: SPACEWatch will read the contents of all files that are likely to be duplicated,
calculating a unique checksum for the data contents.

Byte-wise comparison: Similar to Checksums in impact.
Product data: On Netware systems reading product data such as application manufacturer and

version details from application program files can exhibit a noticeable load on the
Netware server.  This collection can be disabled via a swatch.ini setting.

To disable product data capture on Netware file systems use this My Documents\SPACEWatch\swatch.ini
setting:

[SpaceWatch]
ProductData=NO

5.5.1.5 Scenario 3 - Large/Distributed data collection

Recommended approach:

Consider using remote collection and local merging
Consider breaking up collection into multiple tasks, creating one remote SPACEWatch data file per task
If you must create large collection tasks, consider using multi-threaded collection
Merge remotely create data files as closely to the SQL Server installation as possible.

In this scenario you may have a large SAN at more than one site, and you want to carry out consolidated
analysis and reporting across all your storage.   If you have high bandwidth/low latency (less than 50mS)
links between these sites, and the location of your SPACEWatch SQL Server installation, then consider
adopting recommendations as for Scenario 2.

However, if you have low bandwidth and/or high latency (more than 200mS) links between these sites,
and the location of your SPACEWatch SQL Server installation, then you may experience unreliability and/
or performance degradation by adoption the Scenario 2 recommendations.

In general, high latency network links have a higher impact on round trip transmission of data as
compared with higher volumes of data.  Thus, whilst the volume of data transferred between
SPACEWatch and your file systems may be high compared to those between SPACEWatch and SQL
Server installation, the number of round trips is less.
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Thus in this scenario the objective is to maximize the network performance between SPACEWatch and
SQL Server installation.

The recommended approach is to collect and store data on each remote site, as close to the source
filesystems as possible; then move this stored data as close to the SQL Server installation as possible prior
to merging.

To facilitate this process you can use SPACEWatch’s internal database format – and store collected data
in SPACEWatch data files.  There is a limit of 2GB on the physical size of a SPACEWatch data file.  Thus
you may need to break your data collection into multiple tasks – e.g. one drive/volume per SPACEWatch
data file.

Once collected, simply move the data file to the server that is hosting your SQL Server installation (or
one on the same LAN, if this is not possible); then use SPACEWatch on that system to merge the data
file into the SQL Server database.

In this way you can merge multiple SPACEWatch data files into the same SQL Server database, resulting
in a composite set of data for analysis and reporting.

Automating large/distributed data collection

To automate this scenario:

At each remote site: create automated collection tasks using the SPACEWatch Task Manager to
create the SPACEWatch data files
At the central site: create script files to move the SPACEWatch data files to a central location; then
run SPACEWatch to merge each data file into the SQL Server database. These scripts can be
automated via the Windows Scheduler or Windows Task Manager.

5.5.2 Quick Scan

Use Quick Scan to collect space data about one or more parts of your network without creating a new
automated collection task first.  Quick Scan tasks will run interactively and are useful for "one off" analysis
of your network.  For more advanced analysis you should consider creating an automated task.

To create a Quick Scan task:

1.  Click on Administrator, or open the SPACEWatch Administrator from the Windows Start menu
2.  Click on Quick Scan on the main ribbonbar
3.  Browse your network, or the local PC/server, ticking storage you want to scan
4.  Click Next
5.  Choose where to store your space data, so you can re-use it instantly at any time and share it

with other SPACEWatch users
6.  Click Finish and the scan will start immediately.  The chosen space database will be updated with

new data.

Choosing where to store your data

You can store limited amounts of space data in a SPACEWatch data file.  If you are using SPACEWatch
Enterprise you can also use a SQL space database - in which you can store and analyse unlimited amounts
of data, whatever your network size.

SPACEWatch data files are best used by only one SPACEWatch user at a time, whereas SQL space
databases can be used by many - including automated collection and automated reporting tasks.
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5.5.2.1 Scan and save data about your local system

Before you can use the features of SPACEWatch you must scan and save data about your local hard
disks, and the files stored on them.
 
You need to do this at least once - and then you can instantly re-use your saved data, without having to
re-scan every time.  This approach also means you get the fastest possible results when you search for
unwanted and unused files.
 
How do I create a space data file?
 
Click on 'Scan and save space data from this system' on the SPACEWatch Client Welcome page.  The
data will be saved to an automatically-named file in Documents\SPACEWatch.
 
Alternatively you can use the SPACEWatch Administrator to completely control how a space data file is
created.
 
Where is space data stored?
 
SPACEWatch will store your space data in special database files.  By default you will find these in
Documents\SPACEWatch folder.  You can share these but only one person can use them at once.  For
more advanced space databases you need to us SPACEWatch Enterprise.  With this Edition many
SPACEWatch uses can share the same space database, and you can create automated tasks to maintain
the database, generate reports, or even carry out automated storage management such as archiving.
 
How much can I store in a space data file?
 
SPACEWatch data files are limited to 2GB in size.  This is typically enough to record all the storage data
about up to 2 million files.  On a typical system this is equivalent to about 400GB of data.  To work with
larger amounts of data - including your whole network, whatever the size - you should use SPACEWatch
Enterprise and a SQL space database.
 
 
 

5.5.2.2 Scan and save space data from across your network

Before you can use the features of SPACEWatch you must scan and save some data about your storage
system on the network, and the files stored on them - these may consist of any combination of:
 

Microsoft Windows Server or PC system
Novell NetWare server
UNIX or linux systems, accessible via SSH
Microsoft Exchange public folders and mailboxes, and the contents of PST files (SPACEWatch
Exchange Edition)
IBM Lotus - Notes applications and databases stored on file servers or Domino servers (SPACEWatch
Domino Edition).

 
You need to do this at least once - and then you can instantly re-use your saved data, without having to
re-scan every time.  This approach also means you get the fastest possible results when you search for
unwanted and unused files.  Once you have the data you want, you can then create automated tasks
to generate reports, or even carry out automated storage management like archiving.
 
How do I create a new space database?
 
Click on 'Scan and save space data from across your network' on the Welcome page.  This will display the
SPACEWatch Administrator with the New Data Collection task dialog visible.   When you define where to
save space data you can create a new space database by clicking on the "New" button from the
"Storage" tab. [E]
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SPACEWatch will create the SQL database and its structure for you.  All you need to provide is a
Microsoft SQLServer or MySQL system together with appropriate login details.  You can use the free
SQLServer Express Edition, but this has limited capacity.  We recommend using SQLServer Standard
Edition or better.
 
Where is space data stored?
 
SPACEWatch will store your space data in the SQL space database you choose when defining the
Collection Task. [E]
 
The first time you run the task the space database will be populated with all data about your storage. 
After that the task will intelligently merge changes into the existing data in the database.  Its a good
idea to set up a schedule and let this run automatically.
 
How much can I store in a space database?
 
SPACEWatch SQL space databases are limited only by the capacity and performance of your SQL server.
 

5.5.3 Creating or updating a collection task

To create a collection task  with the SPACEWatch Administrator to update a space database:

1.  Click on the Actions tab on the main ribbonbar

2.  Click on the Storage Scan action

3.  Choose Storage to scan, and the Space Database to update

4.  Optionally set Advanced Options and a Schedule to automate the task.

5.5.3.1 Storage to scan

Depending on Edition you can update a space database with data from Microsoft Windows, Novell
Netware, UNIX, linux, IBM Lotus and Microsoft Exchange networks.  Certain technical requirements may
apply.

Browse for storage to scan

Browse manually for one or more areas of storage to scan.

1.  Create a new collection task, or double click on an existing one
2.  Click on the Storage tab
3.  Click on Browse for storage to scan
4.  Select one or more starting points for data you want added or updated in the space database.

Starting points can be added in various ways depending on the source system:

Mic ro so ft  W indow s/Nove ll Ne tW are

Expand visible volumes on the local computer or visible computers and shares on the network.  Use Add
Hidden to add a hidden share from the local computer or a remote system.

UNIX/ linux

Expand the UNIX or linux Servers section to re-use SSH connections to systems you have used before.
 Click Add to create a new SSH connection to collect data from a new UNIX/linux system.  Also use this
option if you have a text directory/file listing from a UNIX/linux system that you want to use instead of
directly accessing the remote server.
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IBM Lo t us

Expand the IBM Lotus Domino Servers section to see IBM Lotus Domino servers visible from this
computer.  Expand a server to choose sub-directories within the Domino server that you want to
include.  Select a directory on the Domino server and click Add Filter to limit by name the Notes
databases scanned within that directory tree.

Mic ro so ft  Exchange

Expand the Microsoft Exchange Servers section to see Microsoft Exchange servers visible from this
computer.  Expand a server to limit the scan to Mailboxes or Public Folders.  Select an area and click on 
Add Filter to limit by name the sub-directories that will be scanned.

Use a list you have created

Rather than browse manually for storage to scan, create a plain text file with an application such as
Notepad.  Enter one start path per line e.g.

\\MyServer1\Data\Users
C:\data2

To use such as list as a source for a collection task:

1.  Save this text file in a location that the SPACEWatch Administrator can access
2.  Click on Use a list you have created
3.  Click the browse button and select the text file you created earlier.

5.5.3.2 Advanced collection options

The way a collection task operates can be modified with a range of advanced collection options.

Options that affect which Data to Include

NetWare Product Data

Product data from Microsoft Windows program files will only be collected on NetWare volumes if this
option is ticked.  By default this data is only collected on Windows volumes.  On larger networks
collecting this data can significantly slow data collection from NetWare volumes.

Analyze zip files

Choose this option if you want SPACEWatch to analyze the contents of compressed folders that it
encounters.  These files will be displayed as folders, complete with the folder and file contents. 
Compressed folders that are password protected cannot be analyzed

Do not follow Junctions

Junctions (also called reparse points) are special types of files found in certain Windows file systems. 
They redirect requests for file data to another location, which may be a different computer or
volume.  By default SPACEWatch will obtain information about a file from the location that the file's
data is held.  Tick this option to treat Junctions as ordinary files.

Ignore hidden/system folders

Tick this option to ignore folders that are marked as hidden or system.

Analyze nsf/pst files
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SPACEWatch Domino and SPACEWatch Exchange add-ons will analyze the contents of Domino-
hosted Notes databases and Exchange server data stores.  However they can also analyse the
contents of nsf databases and pst files stored on a local computer or file server.  Tick this option to
enable this feature.  If not ticked, SPACEWatch will simply treat nsf or pst files that it encounters on
file servers as simple files.

Include messages

By default SPACEWatch Domino and SPACEWatch Exchange add-ons will collect and maintain data
about file attachments.  However ticking this option will cause them to collect data about Notes
items held in Notes database and messages help in mailboxes, public folders or pst files.

Include "From" details

Using this option, SPACEWatch Domino and SPACEWatch Exchange add-ons will use the "From" data
in an email message as the definition of the owner of file attachments stored within the message. 
This data will be stored as Owner data within the space database.

Influencing file duplicates accuracy

These options will further increase the accuracy with which file duplicates are found, but will also slow
down data collection speed as they require SPACEWatch to read the actual contents of files that are
likely to be duplicated.

For most uses the default behaviour of SPACEWatch is adequate to analyse and clean up storage.

Calculate checksums

Using this option will cause SPACEWatch to calculate a checksum for the data in files that are likely
to be duplicated.

Byte comparison

Using this option will cause SPACEWatch to carry out true byte-by-byte comparison of the data in
files that are likely to be duplicated.

Influencing collection operation

Email notification

Tick this option to be notified by email when a data collection has been completed.  Enter the SMTP
email address to use, and the SMTP gateway to send the email via.

SQL db for temporary data

To allow full flexibility in deployment of space databases, SPACEWatch caches collected data before
merging this intelligently into the target space database.  This cache is a locally stored temporary
SPACEWatch data file.  However, for large single data collections, this cache may be inadequate.  In
these cases tick this option and choose a second space database to use as a temporary store for
scanned data.

This temporary database will be cleared of all data once that data has been merged into the target
space database.

 If the temporary database chosen is the same as the target space database, then "straight
through" data collection will occur without any caching of data.  This is a faster technique but will
result in all data being deleted from the target space database before each collection, and hence is
limited in use to particular special requirements.
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5.5.3.3 Where to store temporary data

When storing space data in a SQL database, a collection task stores temporary data before merging it
into the chosen space database.  This improves both reliability and performance, as well as providing
much greater flexibility about where you place your space databases on the network.

To choose where to store temporary data:

1.Create a new collection task, or open an existing one.

2. Click on the Space Database tab

3. Choose to store temporary data either in a temporary local SPACEWatch data file, or in a
temporary SQL database.

In all cases the temporary data file or SQL database is deleted after it 's data has been merged into the
chosen space SQL database.

64-bit Databases

If you are storing space databases on a 64-bit edition of Microsoft SQL Server then using a local data file
will significantly reduce performance of the data update activities. This is due to a limitation imposed by
Microsoft.

To gain maximum performance on 64-bit SQL Server editions, always use a temporary SQL database. 
The temporary SQL database can be stored on either a 32-bit or 64-bit SQL Server edition.

Temporary SQL database location

The temporary SQL database will be created by default in the same database server and instance as the
target space database.  For example, if you are updating a database on MYSERVER1\SQLEXPRESS (an
instance of SQL Server called 'SQLEXPRESS' on server 'MYSERVER1'), then the temporary SQL database
will also be created on MYSERVER1\SQLEXPRESS.

If you want to change this default behavior click on Advanced options a choose a specific database
server/instance to use as the temporary database.

The temporary SQL database can be located on a different server to the main space database.  For
example it is perfectly possible to use a database on the same server as SPACEWatch, but merge data
into a space database on a different (e.g. centrally shared) server.  This is a common configuration
approach.

5.5.3.4 Accessing UNIX and linux systems

From the Storage browse tree you can choose to analyze remote UNIX or linux systems, either directly
over the network or via listing files that you create.

1.  Click on Add next to 'UNIX or linux systems'
2.  Enter a Server name for the source of the data
3.  Enter the start path
4.  Choose how you want to collect your data: either collect data remotely over the network, or

import a file listing you have created previously
5.  If you are collecting over the network, enter a UNIX/linux username and password or private key

file/passphrase to use for remote access via the SSH protocol
6.  If importing a file listing, enter or browse for the listing file (see below)
7.  Click on OK

The new storage path will be added to your storage to analyze list.
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In the above example "testlinux-import.txt" is a listing file from the linux server that will be used as a
source of storage data by SPACEWatch.

Collecting data remotely via SSH

For across the network collection your UNIX or linux server must be configured as an SSH server. Read
more about SSH configuration.

Creating a listing file

To create a suitable file on your UNIX or linux system simply redirect the output of the "df" and "ls"
commands with appropriate arguments, to a file, e.g. using commands like this:

df -k > space-file.txt
ls / -alR >> space-file.txt

You must use the "-k" and "-alR" arguments as shown, otherwise SPACEWatch will not recognise the
format of the resulting data. These commands will store the results in a file called "space-file.txt". Simply
move this to a location that SPACEWatch can access and you can then use it in place of collection over
the network.

 This approach will not provide some "last access" file dates for us within SPACEWatch. If you
need this data then you must use remote data collection via SSH (see above).

5.5.3.4.1  SSH in detail

You can manage storage on UNIX and linux systems with SPACEWatch. To so this you can collect space
data from UNIX and linux systems remotely using the SSH protocol and this data will then be stored in a
SQL space database alongside storage data from any other systems you choose.

What is SSH?

Secure Shell (SSH) is an Internet protocol that lets you establish an encrypted data stream (including
encrypted login) for a number of program types that are normally unencrypted ("cleartext"). This means
that, using SSH, SPACEWatch can securely login to your remote UNIX or linux server and retrieve storage
data in a secure manner.

SSH offers two popular login methods, both of which are supported by SPACEWatch:

1. Username/password is the easiest to use; as the name implies, you just log in normally, with your
regular UNIX or linux username and password. But since the link is encrypted, your password stays a
secret.

2. Public/private-key authentication is more secure, because your password is never sent over the link at
all. (What's sent is an encrypted token using your private key, instead.) To use this method, you have
to create two files:

a public key to save on your UNIX or linux system, and
a private key to keep on the computer that SPACEWatch is installed on (or accessible to it, e.g.
on a file server). 

You should only use public/private-key authentication on a private computer (one that only you have
access to), and avoid file-sharing. Remember that your private key is a file, and can be stolen from your
computer if you aren't careful.
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Creating public/private keys

If you wish to use public/private key authentication, creating the keys requires a key-generator program,
but not all SSH programs include one. Sharpeware recommend the free PuTTYGen application if you do
not already have such a client.

Making RSA or DSA keys with PuTTYGen

PuTTYGen is a free program which generates public/private key pairs for use in authentication. You can
use PuTTYGen-created keys in SPACEWatch.

Download PuTTYGen here: http://the.earth.li/~sgtatham/putty/latest/x86/puttygen.exe

Simply double-click the file to run it - no installation is required. The program is very simple; just select
"SSH2 DSA" then click "Generate" to start making a new key. The program will ask you to move your
mouse around in the box to generate randomness for a while. Then it will calculate your keys.

For most UNIX and linux systems you then need to select and copy (ctrl-c) the public key as shown,
then log into a shell session and go to your home directory. Create a ".ssh" directory with the following
command:

mkdir .ssh 

(Don't forget the dot!) Then "cd" to that directory and create a file (with your text editor) called
"authorized_keys". Paste your new public key into this file; MAKE SURE it 's all one very long line with no
line breaks.

Now return to the PuTTYGen program, and enter a passphrase (twice) in the blanks provided. This will
become the passphrase you use with SPACEWatch, but you should NOT use your regular UNIX or linux
password. Now click "Save", and tell it to save in the same directory as your SSH program.

Using SSH with SPACEWatch

From the Storage to Analyze Storage Browser you can choose to analyze remote UNIX or linux systems
directly over the network via SSH.

SSH con figurat ion  op t ions

Click on Add next to 'UNIX or linux systems'.
Enter the Host name (or IP address) to use - if you have configured this host before you can
choose its name from the drop down list.
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Enter the Start path from which to collect storage data about files and directories - for example '/'
will cause all data on a server to be collected.
Make sure that Collect data remotely using SSH protocols is selected.
Enter the SSH port to use - the default port for SSH servers is 22 and this does not usually need
changing.
Choose the SSH versions to try - if you select both SPACEWatch will attempt to connect using v2
first.

You now need to choose whether you are using simple username/password authentication, or public/
private key authentication.

Complete either username and password or private key file and passphrase - if the key file/
passphrase boxes are completed these will be used in preference to username/password. The
username and password are your normal UNIX or linux choices for login. Private key file and
passphrase are generated by you e.g. using the procedure outlined above.

Once you have completed your settings you can test the connection. You should see a box indicating
either PASS or FAIL in your connection, together with a summary of the test.

Click OK to save your configuration to the starting paths for data collection.

Creating a listing sample

Some UNIX and linux variants may not work correctly with SPACEWatch. Sharpeware have designed
SPACEWatch to readily accommodate these new flavors. If you have problems with the data collected
please contact support@sharpeware.com --- you may be asked to create a sample listing for their use.
Use the Sample button to do this when requested.

5.6 Report tasks

Report Tasks generate formatted reports that can be saved or sent by email to selected users.  They
can be scheduled to run automatically at pre-set times, using data from any pre-configured space
databases.

To create an automated report task with the SPACEWatch Administrator:

1.  Click on the Actions tab on the main ribbonbar
2.  Click on the Report action
3.  Choose Reports to Generate and Report Destination (see below)
4.  Choose the Space Database to update
5.  Optionally set a Schedule to automate the task.

Reports to Generate

Three types of reports can be scheduled to run in a Report Task:  Built-in reports; Trend reports; and
Custom reports.  Tick as many reports as are required for this task - each report will be created as a PDF
document in the destination selected.

Built-in reports are pre-defined and available from within the SPACEWatch Client.  Examples include
"Largest Files" or "Network Storage Exceptions!".  Trend reports are also pre-defined and available from
the SPACEWatch Client.

Custom reports can be created and updated as required using the SPACEWatch Administrator to fit the
particular needs of any organization.

Report Destination

Reports can be sent to a chosen email address as PDF attachments, or alternatively stored on the
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network in the specified folder.  When reports are sent by email the type of address to use is set in 
SPACEWatch Options.

5.7 Automated Storage Management tasks

Automated Storage Management (ASM) tasks allow quick and easy implementation of routine archiving
and cleanup activities.  They can be scheduled to run automatically at pre-set times, using data from any
pre-configured space databases.

To create an automated report task with the SPACEWatch Administrator:

1.  Click on the Actions tab on the main ribbonbar
2.  Click on the Storage Management action
3.  Choose the Space Database to use.  Only SQL databases can be selected. 
4.  Choose Storage Management settings (see below)
5.  Optionally set a Schedule to automate the task.

Data to manage

Choose a previously saved File Search from the drop down list.  These are file searches saved when using
the selected space database.  The file search defines which set of files will have this file action applied to
them.

Action

Choose what type of action to apply to the file set defined under data to manage.

If sending a report via email, enter the email address to use.  The type of email address is defined in 
SPACEWatch Options.

For copy, move, archive or compress options a destination folder must be defined.  The destination
folder can use meta tags to create a dynamic path.  

Meta tags are parts of a folder path that are calculated when the file action is carried out.  They can vary
by file.  For example entering

C:\Archive\{Owner}\{Type} 

will archive files in the chosen file set to a target folder dependent on the file owner and its type.  Files
might end up in folders such as 

C:\Archive\Everyone\mp3

C:\Archive\o=myco,ou=sales,cn=joe black\doc

etc

Meta tag Description Example

{TYPE} File type doc
mp3
zip

{DATE} Today's date in the format yyyymmdd 20091220
20100210

{DAY} Day of week Monday
Tuesday

{OWNER} File owner BUILTIN_Administrator
Everyone
o=myco,ou=sales,cn=joe black

{ACCESSDATE} Date of last access in the format 20091220
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yyyymmdd 20100210

{ACCESSMONTH} Month of last access in the format yyyymm 200912
201002

{SOURCE} Reproduce source path below this point Se e  be low

 The {Source} tag reproduces the source path of a given file below the selected point in the
target path.  For example:

Source file path = \\server1\share\users\johnny\mypics\myfile.mp4

Destination path   = \\server2\share2\archive\video\{SOURCE}

The action path used by SPACEWatch will be:

\\server2\share2\archive\video\server1\share\users\johnny\mypics\

File actions on file duplicates

File actions that affect file duplicates can be automated using an ASM task.  First create a saved
duplicates search to define the duplicates you want the task to process.  This saved search definition is
saved in the related space database.  After this database is selected in the ASM task definition,  the
saved duplicates search will become visible in the "File Search" drop down list.

If the archive action is chosen an additional option is available - in-line archiving.  Tick the box "Duplicates
are archived to the first file in set" to enable this option.  When this option is enabled the first file in each
set of file duplicates will be chosen as the target for the archive operation, and all other files in the
duplicates set will be archived to that first one.

 For archive operations to function successfully, all users accessing the stub or shortcut file in the
original file location must also be able to access the file in its new archived location.  For example, if a
source file \\server2\share2\users\file1.bmp is owner by User1 and is archived to \\archive\share2\users
\file1.bmp, then User1 will need to be provided with access to the file in its new location.

5.8 Batch tasks

Any combination of SPACEWatch task can be run one after the other - each one starting when the
previous one has finished.  This is organised by using a batch task.  For example you might wish to run a
database collection task to update a space database, then follow it with one or more report tasks or
automated storage management tasks.

1. Click on the Actions tab on the main ribbonbar
2. Click on the Batch action
3. Give the task a unique name
4. Define the sequence of tasks you want to run when this batch task is executed
5. Click on the Schedule tab and define a schedule for your task to run to
6. Click on OK to save your changes.

Defining the batch sequence

Click on the batch list command buttons to edit the batch sequence:

 Insert a new task after the selected task. This will insert a new task - choose the task you
want from the drop down list provided.

 Delete the selected task

 Move the selected task up the order of execution
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 Move the selected task down the order of execution.

To change an existing task for another simply select it, then choose a different task from the drop down
list.

5.9 Setting a schedule

Any SPACEWatch task can be automated to run to a defined schedule.  

Open the task from the SPACEWatch Administrator main window 
Click on the Schedule tab
Tick Schedule task
Choose what type of schedule you want - run once, daily, weekly or monthly
Complete the schedule timings
Complete the credentials that should be used when running this task
Click on OK to save your settings.

Windows task credentials

SPACEWatch tasks can run when you are not logged in.  To do this they must have Windows credentials
associated with them - i.e. the Windows username and password that they will run under.  This can be
different to the Windows user you normally login with.

Note - if the Windows credentials for the task are not correctly set the scheduled task will not start,
even if you attempt to run it whilst you are logged in.

5.10 Managing file type Groups

File type groups are used to collect together related types of files, e.g. unwanted file types, audio files,
video files etc.  To add, remove or change file type groups used in SPACEWatch use theSPACEWatch
Administrator:

Click on the ribbonbar tab Global Settings
Click on File type groups
Edit groups and group contents (see below)
Click on OK to save changes.

To edit the contents of an existing group:

Click on the group name
Click on a Type and hit the Del key to remove that type
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Click on New Type and enter an file type to add.

To remove an existing group:

Click on the group name
Hit the Del key to remove that group.

To add a new group:

Click on New Group
Enter the name of the group
Click on New Type to add new file types to this group.

6 SPACEWatch Designer

Create and update custom report scripts with the SPACEWatch Designer.
 

 The Designer, and certain features, may not be available depending on the Edition of
SPACEWatch you are using.

Getting started

The Designer main window

Designing custom reports

Get started with Designer tool

6.1 The Designer main window

Explorer pane and Fields list

The Explorer Pane lists all the objects that make up the custom report and allow these to be easily
selected.  The Fields List show field objects in the various sections of the report.

Toolbox pane
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A pane that contains the various objects that can be used in a custom report.  These objects can be
dragged and dropped onto the custom report.

Report layout

The main window for changing the layout of the custom report.  Move objects around, create new
report sections such as page headers or report headers, select objects and change their properties in the
Property Toolbox pane.

Property Toolbox pane

When a report object is selected, such as a field, its properties are displayed here and can be changed as
desired.

Format toolbar

Use the tools on the format toolbar to change the look of report objects.

6.2 Designing custom reports

Custom reports are designed in two parts: the data to display in the report; and the format used to
display it.  The data to display is defined by the database query created within the script of the report. 
The format is defined using the Designer tools.

Learn more:

Creating a script
Designing a database query
Using the Designer tools to format a report.

6.2.1 Adding scripting to a report

SPACEWatch Designer stores database queries associated with a custom report in the Scripting section
of the custom report.

To add scripting to a report, click the View Scripts icon  to open up the script editor (shown below).
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Once the script editor is open, each of the report designer's objects and events are accessible. By
selecting the desired object and event, scripting code can be set.

No t e: More information about ActiveScripting can be found on Microsoft's site at http://
msdn.microsoft.com/scripting/
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Custom reports are saved to an RPX file, and the code added in the script editor becomes part of the
file. Since the code needed for the report is included in the RPX file, it can easily be loaded, run and then
either displayed in the viewer control or exported at a later time.

Example custom report script

An example custom report is described below.  Alternatively a number of custom report examples are
included in your Documents\SPACEWatch folder.  These can be copied and changed with the Designer,
or studied for their methods.

Modu le -le ve l variab le s

' Note no types are used when defining variables.
Dim mAdoConnection 
Dim mRec 

Sub  O nRe po rt S t art

rpt.txtDateGenerated.Text = Now()
rpt.txtReportOptions.Text = myDB.GetOptions

End Sub

Sub  O nDat aIn it ialize

' No types are used - but they are recorded here
' to help with debugging.

Dim pSQL 'as String
Dim pDbType 'as Integer
Dim pDateStr 'as String
Dim pOptions 

' Fields can be pre-defined in the report script.
' This is useful e.g. if you have a template custom report
' that you use for a variety of functions.

rpt.txtComments.Text = "Storage growth by month"

' Define the data fields we are going to use for displaying results.
' These must be associated with fields in your custom report.

rpt.Fields.Add "Root"
rpt.Fields.Add "Period"
rpt.Fields.Add "Space"

' Get a connection to the database that SPACEWatch is currently using.
' This is a module-level variable so that we can use it when the report
' is running to retrieve the data.

Set mAdoConnection = myDB.getDb

' The type of database will dictate the SQL syntax we're using.
' This way you can make the custom report independent of the
' space database type.  If you only ever use one type (e.g. MS SQL)
' then you can omit this part.
'
'    JET = 0

    '    SQLServer = 1
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    '    MySQL = 2
    '    DB2 = 3

pDbType = myDB.GetDbType

' -------------------------------------------
' CUSTOM SQL for this report
' -------------------------------------------

' Custom report options can be set here before constructing the SQL.
' In this way the SQL can be constructed dynamically.
' For example, pOptions can be set from the command line or when the report
' is scheduled via the SPACEWatch Administrator to run the same report multiple times against
' different arguments - e.g. individual users or areas of storage.
' If you run the custom report from the SPACEWatch Client then any options
' entered manually will be passed here as well.

pOptions = myDB.GetOptions

' You can also calculate date strings to include, e.g. like this

 pDateStr = myDB.vDateAdd("yyyy",-1,Now)

' Now the SQL is constructed.

if pDbType = 2 then

'MySQL syntax
pSQL = "SELECT Sum(files.Size) AS SumSize, Year(files.AccessDate) AS YearDate,

Month(files.AccessDate) AS MonthDate FROM files INNER JOIN directory ON files.DirIndex =
directory.DirIndex  WHERE directory.Path LIKE '" & pOptions  & "%' GROUP BY Year(files.AccessDate),
Month(files.AccessDate) ORDER BY Year(files.AccessDate), Month(files.AccessDate);"

else
'SQL Server default
pSQL = "SELECT Sum(files.[Size]) AS SumSize, Year(files.AccessDate) AS YearDate,

Month(files.AccessDate) AS MonthDate FROM files INNER JOIN directory ON files.DirIndex =
directory.DirIndex  WHERE directory.Path LIKE '" & pOptions  & "%' GROUP BY Year(files.AccessDate),
Month(files.AccessDate) ORDER BY Year(files.AccessDate), Month(files.AccessDate);"

end if

' Execute the first query on this database
' This returns a recordset that we then use
' as the results for this report.

set mRec = myDB.GetRs(mAdoConnection, pSQL)

End Sub

Sub OnFetchData(eof)

' Exit if we have reached the end of the results
If mRec.eof Then Exit Sub

' Set the report field values to the current record values
rpt.Fields("Root").value = cstr(mOptions)
rpt.Fields("Period").value = mRec.Fields("YearDate") & "-" & mRec.Fields("MonthDate")

' Convert from Byte to MB
rpt.Fields("Space").value = CCUR(mRec.Fields("SumSize")) / 1048576
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' Advance recordset
mRec.MoveNext

' If not EOF then set FetchData's EOF to false
eof = False

End Sub

Sub OnReportEnd

' Cleanup the objects we have created.
Set mRec = Nothing
Set mAdoConnection = Nothing

End Sub

6.2.2 Modifying database queries

SPACEWatch Designer stores database queries associated with a custom report in the Scripting section
of the custom report.  These queries are written in SQL - structured query language.  

Database type

SQL is a universal language used to retrieve data from databases.  Whilst SQL is based on a standard,
every database vendor has created their own extensions that make SQL dependent on the database
vendor you use.

The scripting section shows how the type of database you are connected to can be discovered from
within your script.  With this information you can create different SQL statements within your script to
suite the different types of databases you use.  In this way the custom report can be executed without
worrying about the database you are running it against.

Database vendors supported are:

Microsoft SQL Server 2003 or later
MySQL 5.0 or later.

The SQL SELECT Statement

The SELECT statement is used to select data from a space database to display it in a custom report
script.  The result is stored in a result table, called the result-set.

SQL SELECT Syntax:

SELECT column_name(s)

FROM table_name

and

SELECT * FROM table_name

Note: SQL is not case sensitive. SELECT is the same as select.  However in some databases (e.g. MySQL
on UNIX or linux systems) table names are case sensitive.  In SPACEWatch all table names are lower case.

An SQL SELECT Example:

The "Persons" table might look like this:
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P_Id LastName FirstName Address City
1 Hansen Ola Timoteivn 10 Sandnes
2 Svendson Tove Borgvn 23 Sandnes
3 Pettersen Kari Storgt 20 Stavanger

Now we want to select the content of the columns named "LastName" and "FirstName" from the table
above.

We use the following SELECT statement:

SELECT LastName,FirstName FROM Persons

The result-set will look like this:

LastName FirstName
Hansen Ola
Svendson Tove
Pettersen Kari

SELECT * Example:

Now we want to select all the columns from the "Persons" table.

We use the following SELECT statement: 

SELECT * FROM Persons

Tip: The asterisk (*) is a quick way of selecting all columns!  In some databases you will need to use %
instead.

The result-set will look like this:

P_Id LastName FirstName Address City
1 Hansen Ola Timoteivn 10 Sandnes
2 Svendson Tove Borgvn 23 Sandnes
3 Pettersen Kari Storgt 20 Stavanger

Learning more about SQL SELECT statements

Here are some good sites to learn more about SQL SELECT statements:

A general introduction to SQL
www.w3schools.com
SQLzoo.net 
Entering queries in MySQL

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SQL
http://www.w3schools.com/SQL/sql_select.asp
http://sqlzoo.net/1.htm
http://dev.mysql.com/doc/refman/5.0/en/entering-queries.html
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6.2.3 Printer and page settings

6.2.3.1 Using the Page Setup Dialog

With SPACEWatch Designer, page settings can be modified at design time. The Page Setup dialog
(shown below) can be accessed by selecting File – Page Setup from the toolbar menu.

From the Page Setup dialog, changes can be made to the page's margins (left, right, top and bottom), a
gutter can be specified, and the mirror margins option can be selected.

By setting a Gutter and selecting Mirror Margins, reports can easily be set up for publishing purposes.
When Mirror Margins is selected, the report sets the inside margins for opposite pages to be the same
width and the outside margins for opposite pages to be the same width. Specifying a Gutter will give
extra space between the page's edge and the page's margins. By using these settings, extra space is
provided so reports can be bound together.

6.2.3.2 Using the Printer Settings Dialog

With SPACEWatch Designer, printer settings can be modified at design time, as well as run-time. The
Print Settings dialog (shown below) can be accessed by selecting File – Page Setup from the toolbar
menu and then selecting the Printer Settings option button from the Report Settings dialog box.
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From the Printer Settings dialog, changes can be made to the printer's paper size and orientation, as well
as indicating the paper bin, what type of collation to use, and if the report should be duplexed.

The Printer Settings dialog also allows custom paper sizes to be specified. A custom paper size can be set
up by selecting "Custom paper size" from the PaperSize dropdown box. Once this option has been
selected, the width and height options will allow a specific height and width to be set (in twips).

Note: Custom paper sizes will only work if the selected printer supports the specified paper size. If an
unsupported paper size is set, the custom size will be ignored.
 

6.3 Getting started with the Designer

The SPACEWatch Designer is primarily used to format how a custom report presents the data that it
takes from a SPACEWatch space database.  However you also need to describe which data you want
using database queries which are stored in the report scripts you create.

Read more about the various elements of the Designer tool:

Toolbars
Context menus
Report explorer
Fields list
Adding a Current Date field
Selecting multiple controls
Moving and sizing controls
Sizing sections
Control alignment and sizing
Formatting controls
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6.3.1 Toolbars

The toolbars in SPACEWatch Designer can be easily customized. SPACEWatch Designer's toolbars allow
custom report authors to rearrange buttons and menu options, as well as hide, display, dock or float
toolbars.

To Move a Toolbar

Click the grab handle  for docked toolbars or the tit le bar for floating toolbars, and drag the toolbar to
a new location.

Toolbar's Context Menu

To access a toolbar's context menu, click the right mouse button anywhere in the toolbar's area.
The context menu allows you to show or hide toolbars by selecting the toolbar name from the menu. In
addition, you can customize the toolbars or create a new toolbar from the Customize option on the
menu.
Main Toolbar

Button Name

Report Explorer - shows or hides the report explorer tree and the
fields list.

Full-Screen - maximizes the SPACEWatch Designer to a full-screen
view outside the Visual Basic IDE.

Cut - Cuts the selected controls to the clipboard.

Copy - Copies the selected controls to the clipboard.

Paste - Pastes the contents of the clipboard into the current selected
section.

Undo - the last action.

View Grid - turns the grid display on or off.

Script Editor - Starts SPACEWatch Designer Script Editor

Reorder groups - displays the groups order dialog.

Format Toolbar
Button Name

Style Sheets - sets the style sheet for
a control

Font - sets the typeface of the
selected label or field control.

Size - sets the font size of the selected
label or field control.

Bold - sets the bold typeface on or off.

Italic - sets the italic typeface on or off.

Underline - sets the underline typeface
on or off.

Text Align Left - aligns the text left
within the control area.

Text Align Center - align the text
centered within the control area.

Text Align Right - aligns the text right
within the control area.

BackColor - sets the background style
to normal and the background color of
the selected control to the specified
color.

ForeColor - sets the text color of the
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selected control to the specified color.

LineColor - sets the line color for the
selected line control.

LineStyle - sets the line style of the
selected line control.

Toolbox

Button Name

Select - Allows you select controls on the
report.

Label - Insert a new static label control.

Field - Insert a field textbox, bound to a
database field or unbound.

Checkbox - Insert a field checkbox, bound to
a database field or unbound.

Image - insert a picture, loaded from a file.

Line - Insert a line control.

Shape - Insert a rectangle, circle or square
shape.

RichEdit Control - Inserts SPACEWatch
Designer RichText control.

Frame Control - Inserts SPACEWatch Designer
Frame control.

PageBreak - Insert a page break within a
section.

Subreport - Insert a Subreport control to link
to another report.

OLE Object - Insert an OLE object, bound to
a database field or unbound.

ActiveX Control - Insert an ActiveX control.

Barcode Control - Inserts SPACEWatch
Designer Barcode control.

ADO Data Control - Define an ADO data
source.

DAO Data Control - Define a DAO data source.

RDO Data Control - Define an RDO data
source.

XML Data Control - Define an XML data source.

Alignment Toolbar
Button Name

Bring to Front - Brings the selected controls to the top Z-Order

Send to Back - Sends the selected controls to the bottom Z-
Order

Snap to Grid - Turns controls snap-to-grid on or off.

Align Left - aligns selected controls to the same left coordinate of
the last selected control.

Align Center - aligns selected controls to the same center
coordinate of the last selected control.

Align Right - aligns selected controls to the same right coordinate
of the first selected control.

Align Top - aligns selected controls to the same top coordinate of
the last selected control.
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Align Middle - aligns selected controls to the same middle
coordinate of the last selected control.

Align Bottom - aligns selected controls to the same bottom
coordinate of the last selected control.

Align to Grid - aligns the selected controls to the closest grid
point.

Center in Section - Centers a control in a section

Make Same Width - makes all selected controls the same width as
the last selected control.

Make Same Height - makes all selected controls the same height
as the last selected control.

Make Same Size - makes all selected controls of the same height
and width as the last selected control.

Displays the position of the selected control within its parent
section.

Displays the dimensions of the selected control.

Print Preview Toolbar

Button Name

Table of Contents

Print Report

Copy - Copies All of the text on the
page.

Find - Search for a specified string in
the report.

Single Page View - Changes view
back to single page.

Multi-Page View - Changes view to
multi-page.

Zoom Out/In

Zoom

Page Up/Down

Page p of n

History Back/Next

 

6.3.2 Context menus

Context Menus can be accessed by right clicking on the report.

Menu Item Function

Insert > Group Header/Footer Adds a new group header/footer pair to the
report.

Insert > Page Header / Footer Adds a new page header/footer pair to the
report. A single pair is allowed per report. This
option is disabled once the first pair is added.

Insert > Report Header / Footer Adds a new report header/footer pair to the
report. A single pair is allowed per report. This
option is disabled once the first pair is added.

Delete Section Deletes the current selected section from the
report. This option does not apply to the
Detail section in the report.

Reorder Groups This option is available when more than one
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group section are added to the report. It
displays a dialog box to allow changes to the
nesting order of the group sections in the
report.

Cut Cuts the selected control to the clipboard.

Copy Copies the selected control to the clipboard

Paste Pastes the contents of the clipboard into the
current section.

Bring to Front Brings the selected control to the top of the
Z-Order

Send to Back Sends the selected control to the bottom of
the Z-Order

Align Aligns controls to any of their vertical or
horizontal coordinates.

Size Sizes the controls to same width, height or
both.

Format Border Displays the border dialog box.
 

6.3.3 Report explorer

SPACEWatch Designer provides easy navigation through your report sections and controls by using the

report explorer. To access the report explorer, click on the explorer icon  in the main toolbar.

You can navigate by clicking on the tree nodes representing the sections and controls on your report;
SPACEWatch Designer will select each section or control as you click in the tree.

6.3.4 Fields list

The second pane in the report explorer view displays a list of data source fields. The fields list is based on
the data control in your report. Once the data control has been set up to connect to a database, the list
is populated by clicking on the populate fields button located in this pane.
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You can drag and drop fields from the fields list to any section on your report. SPACEWatch Designer will
automatically create a textbox control for the field you dropped and bind it to the data source for you.

6.3.5 Adding a Current Date field

To add a current date field:

1. Add a TextBox control to your report.
2. In the DataField property of the control, type:  =now

The current date can also be set in DataValue property in code.

Example
Private Sub Detail_Format()

    txtDate.DataValue = Now

End Sub

 

6.3.6 Selecting multiple controls

You can select multiple controls and then move, copy or do other things with them as a group. There
are three methods to SHIFT or CTRL key while you click on the control you want to select.

1. Click in an empty area, and then draw a "rubber-banding" rectangle around all the controls that you
want to s elect. Rubber banding does not allow you to select controls in different section.

 

2. Click on either the horizontal or the vertical ruler and drag the pointer to draw a shadow covering the
control you want selected across all sections.
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6.3.7 Moving and sizing controls

To move a control or a set of selected controls: select the controls you need to move and drag them
with the mouse.

You can also adjust a control's size and location by specifying its coordinate properties in Visual Basic's
property editor.

 When you size a control beyond the boundaries of a section, the section will adjust to contain
the control's new size.
 

6.3.8 Sizing sections

You can change the width and height of the sections in your report. The height of each section can be
modified individually. However, the width of all sections will change at the same time. Changing the width
of sections will change the PrintWidth of the report.

To change the width of the sections, place the pointer at the right edge of the section. Click and
drag the pointer left or right to expand or shrink the width of the section.
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To change the height of a section, place the pointer at the bottom edge of the section. Click and
drag the pointer up or down to expand or shrink the height of the section.

You can change the section height by using the vertical ruler thumb  and dragging it up or down to
adjust the height.
Double clicking on the section thumb allows you to quickly set the section height to precisely fit its
contents.
To change both width and height of a section, place the pointer at the lower-right corner of the
section and drag it diagonally to change the size.

 

6.3.9 Control alignment and sizing

Control alignment and sizing toolbar buttons make it easy to organize the layout of your report and make
sure that controls are sized and aligned precisely.

Select multiple controls in your report, making sure that the control you want to use as a template for
aligning and sizing against is selected last.

Click the Align Left , Center  or Right  to align the controls as shown below:
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Follow similar steps to vertically align or size the selected controls.
 

6.3.10 Formatting controls

Setting Font Properties

To format the text of a label or a field control, click on the Ellipse button (…) of the Font property in
Visual Basic's property window. You can set the typeface name, size and other font settings from the
standard Font dialog.
In addition, you can use the Format toolbar button and combo-boxes to set those properties for any
selected control or controls.

When working with non-English fonts, the language's script must be selected in the font property
window and the language must be available in the system's regional settings.

Setting Foreground and Background Colors

Foreground and background colors can be set using the color drop-down in either Visual Basic's property
window or the color palette toolboxes in the Format toolbar.

The Format toolbar background color palette sets both the BackStyle property of the control to Normal
and the BackColor property to the specified color. Background colors will not show if the BackStyle of the
control is set to Transparent.

The color palette toolboxes can be dragged and floated or docked to any of the window edges for quick
access.

Selecting a Border Style

1. ActiveReports allows you to set the border of most controls to a variety of line styles and options. You
can set these border styles using the Borders property sheet available from the control's context
menu. You can set the borders of a single or multiple controls at the same time.

2. Select a control such as a label or field on your report.
3. Click the right mouse button for the context menu.
4. Select Format Border from the menu.
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5. You can set the border on each side of the control by selecting the line style and color then clicking
the side (between the + signs) you wish to set. Presets contains a list of common border settings,
you can click any of the buttons to set the border to the style shown.

Setting Output Formats

ActiveReports provides an easy to use Number Format dialog box. You can use this dialog to set the
OutputFormat property of field controls to a valid formatting mask.

 

7 Licensing

Flexible SPACEWatch licensing allows you to accurately match your requirements and network size to the
most cost effective licence model.
 

Topics in "Licensing"

 Buying licenses and getting quotes
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 End user licence agreement

 SPACEWatch Editions

7.1 Buying licenses and getting quotes

SPACEWatch Storage Suite is available in a range of Editions to easily match different requirements cost
effectively.  As well as different Editions, licenses may also limit the amount of storage you can work
with:

 
Desktop Edition
 
Choose a Desktop Edition licence if you want to use SPACEWatch on an individual workstation; have
limited amounts of storage to clean up; and are the only user of the workstation.
 
Server Edition
 
Choose this Edition if you want to manage storage on a single file server, e.g. in a small business or
department.  Storage capacity is limited to approximately 400GB of data.
 
Enterprise Edition
 
Enterprise Edition allows you to take control of storage across your network - whatever the amount of
data you want to manage, and wherever it is stored.
 
This Edition includes full task automation, so you can schedule data collection and reporting to run
automatically.  For example you might create tasks to run standard reports and have the results
automatically sent via email.
 
Add-ons are available to extend Enterprise Edition:
 

Exchange Edition - to add management of Microsoft Exchange storage down to individual file
attachments in mailboxes and public folders, as well as the contents of PST archive files.
Domino Edition - to add management of IBM Lotus Notes and Domino storage down to individual file
attachments in Notes databases, whether they are located on Domino servers, file servers or a local
workstation.
Automated Storage Management - carry out automated archiving and other file actions to schedules
you define.
ChargeBack - set storage charging policies then apply these to your storage.  If you have a fixed
storage budget, profile this using your storage policies and use an interactive data cube to instantly
examine the causes of storage cost.

 
Getting quotes
 
To get the latest price for Desktop and Server Editions, and to order licenses securely on-line, visit 
http://www.sharpeware.com
 

http://www.sharpeware.com
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To get a custom quote for the Enterprise Edition licenses that best fit your requirements contact 
sales@sharpeware.com or fill in an on-line quote request form at http://www.sharpeware.com/buy/
quote.htm
 

7.2 End user licence agreement

NOTICE: BY DOWNLOADING AND INSTALLING, COPYING OR OTHERWISE USING THE SOFTWARE, YOU
AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS EULA. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS OF THIS
EULA, YOU MAY NOT DOWNLOAD, INSTALL, COPY OR USE THE SOFTWARE, AND YOU MAY RETURN
THE UNUSED SOFTWARE TO THE VENDOR FROM WHICH YOU ACQUIRED IT WITHIN THIRTY (30)
DAYS AND REQUEST A REFUND OF THE LICENSE FEE, IF ANY, ALREADY PAID UPON SHOWING PROOF
OF PAYMENT.
 
1. DEFINITIONS
 
1.1 "Designated Administrative Access" means that access to the standard user interfaces of a given
instance of the Software (designated in this section) that you may grant to a designated third party for
which you have provided advance written notice to Sharpeware that you are providing outsourced
services and for whose dedicated benefit you have licensed such instance of the Software. Designated
Administrative Access is applicable only to the following Software: Sharpeware Storage Suite.
 
1.2 "Guest Operating Systems" means instances of third-party operating systems licensed by you and
used to run the Software.
 
1.3 "Licensed Additional Module" means additional modules that may be provided with and/or used in
conjunction with the Software for which you have paid the applicable license fee and accepted any
applicable additional license terms.
 
1.4 "Redistributable Components" means the Legacy PERL/COM Client Runtime Library and C API library
that may be provided in conjunction with the Software and licensed under the Redistributable
Components product specific terms and conditions.
 
1.5 "Sample Programs" means sample client management or report programs or scripts that may be
distributed with the Software.
 
1.6 "Server" means a single physical computer of a type that meets the specifications as set forth in the
applicable product data sheets or systems compatibility guide posted at www.sharpeware.com/support.
Multiple computers that share processing power or operate in a networked configuration as a single
logical computer, such as a "server farm" or similar arrangement, constitute multiple Servers for the
purpose of this EULA.
 
1.7 "Software" means software products that are licensed to you under this EULA, including, but not
limited to, any related components purchased or provided with the Software, application programming
interfaces, associated media, printed materials, online or electronic documentation, and any updates and
maintenance releases thereto.
 
1.8 "Software License Key" means, if applicable, a serial number issued to you by Sharpeware to activate
and use the Software. A separate, additional Software License Key may be required to activate and use
each Licensed Additional Module.
 
2. EVALUATION LICENSES
 
2.1 General. If available, the Software and each Licensed Additional Module may be activated with no-
cost evaluation Software License Key(s). Evaluation Software License Keys have an expiration date
("Expiration Date").
 
2.2 Evaluation License. If you activate the Software or any Licensed Additional Module with an evaluation
Software License Key ("Evaluation Product") you may use the Evaluation Product until the Expiration
Date only to evaluate the suitability of the Evaluation Product for licensing on a for-fee basis. You may

mailto:sales@sharpeware.com
http://www.sharpeware.com/buy/quote.htm
http://www.sharpeware.com/buy/quote.htm
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acquire evaluation Software License Key(s) for Licensed Additional Modules. In such case, the Licensed
Additional Modules are licensed to you subject to the terms of this "EVALUATION LICENSES" section.
 
2.3 Evaluation Product Warranty Disclaimer. During the use of the Evaluation Product, the limited 90-day
warranty referenced in Section 7.1 below is not applicable to you. THE EVALUATION PRODUCT IS
PROVIDED TO YOU "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, WHETHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED,
STATUTORY, OR OTHERWISE. Sharpeware BEARS NO LIABILITY FOR ANY DAMAGES RESULTING FROM
USE (OR ATTEMPTED USE) OF THE EVALUATION PRODUCT THROUGH AND AFTER THE EXPIRATION
DATE.
 
2.4 No Support. Sharpeware has no duty to provide support to you during your use of the Evaluation
Product.
 
3. GRANT AND USE RIGHTS FOR SOFTWARE.
 
3.1 License. The Software is licensed, not sold. Subject to the terms of this EULA, Sharpeware hereby
grants you a non-exclusive, non-transferable license, without rights to sublicense, to use the object code
of the Software for the purpose as set forth in the applicable documentation for the Software and to
the extent permitted by your payment of applicable license fees under a Sharpeware approved licensing
model and/or your Software License Key subject to the software product specific terms specified in this
EULA. Depending upon the model utilized to compute the applicable license fees paid by you to use the
Software (whether per Server, per TB of storage, per user, or any other Sharpeware approved licensing
model), an applicable Software License Key may limit your usage of the Software accordingly. You may
use the documentation accompanying the Software in connection with permitted uses of the Software.
 
3.2 License Limitations. You may not copy the Software except for a reasonable number of machine-
readable copies of the Software for backup or archival purposes and except as expressly permitted in this
EULA. You may not remove any tit les, trademarks or trade names, copyright notices, legends, or other
proprietary markings on the Software. You are not granted any rights to any trademarks or service marks
of Sharpeware. Sharpeware retains all rights not expressly granted to you.
 
3.3 Restrictions. You may not (i) sell, lease, license, sublicense, distribute or otherwise transfer in whole
or in part the Software or the Software License Key to another party; (ii) provide, disclose, divulge or
make available to, or permit use of the Software in whole or in part by, any third party (except
Designated Administrative Access) without Sharpeware's prior written consent; or (iii) modify or create
derivative works based upon the Software. Except to the extent expressly permitted by applicable law,
and to the extent that Sharpeware is not permitted by that applicable law to exclude or limit the
following rights, you may not decompile, disassemble, reverse engineer, or otherwise attempt to derive
source code from the Software, in whole or in part. You may use the Software to conduct internal
performance testing and benchmarking studies, the results of which you (and not unauthorized third
parties) may publish or publicly disseminate; provided that Sharpeware has reviewed and approved of the
methodology, assumptions and other parameters of the study. Please contact Sharpeware at
support@sharpeware.com to request such review.
 
3.4 Sample Programs. The Software may include Sample Programs. You may use and distribute Sample
Programs under the terms set forth in the applicable Sample Programs files. Sharpeware does not provide
support services for Sample Programs.
 
3.5 Sharpeware License Programs. Sharpeware makes available Sharpeware License programs (for e.g.,
Sharpeware Consultancy License). If you have received the Software pursuant to these Sharpeware
License programs, the then- current terms and conditions posted at www.sharpeware.com for that
program shall apply for use of the products under such Sharpeware License programs.
 
4. TITLE. Sharpeware retains all right, tit le, and interest in and to the Software and the Software
License Key and in all related copyrights, trade secrets, patents, trademarks, and any other intellectual
and industrial property and proprietary rights, including registrations, applications, renewals, and
extensions of such rights.
 
5. SUPPORT AND SUBSCRIPTION SERVICES NOT INCLUDED
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Sharpeware will not provide any support services under this EULA. This EULA does not give you any
rights to any updates or upgrades to the Software or to any extensions or enhancements to the
Software developed by Sharpeware at any time in the future. Sharpeware may offer support and
subscription services separately. If you have purchased Sharpeware support and subscription services with
the Software, these services are provided to you under the Support Contract Terms and Conditions
posted on Sharpeware's Web site at www.sharpeware.com and by accepting the terms of this EULA you
are accepting these Support Contract Terms and Conditions. Any supplemental software code or related
materials that Sharpeware provides to you as part of any support and subscription services are to be
considered part of the Software and are subject to the terms and conditions of this EULA. Sharpeware
may use any technical information you provide to Sharpeware for any Sharpeware business purposes
without restriction, including for product support and development. Sharpeware will not use information
in a form that personally identifies you.
 
6. TERMINATION
 
6.1 Termination. Sharpeware may terminate this EULA immediately and without notice if you fail to
comply with any term of this EULA.
 
6.2 Effect of Termination. In the event of termination, you must destroy all copies of the Software and
Software License Key. In addition you must remove all copies of the Software, including all backup
copies, from the Server and all computers and terminals on which it is installed. From time to time,
Sharpeware may change the terms of this EULA. Sharpeware will notify you of such change. Your
continued use of the Software will indicate your agreement to the change.
 
7. LIMITED WARRANTY AND LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
 
7.1 Limited Warranty. Sharpeware warrants that the media, if any, on which the Software is delivered
will be free of defects and that the Software will substantially conform to the description contained in
the applicable end user documentation in each case for a period of 90 days after the date of shipment of
the Software License Key. EXCEPT FOR THE PRECEDING EXPRESS LIMITED WARRANTY, TO THE
MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, Sharpeware PROVIDES THE SOFTWARE
WITHOUT ANY WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY, OR IN ANY OTHER
PROVISION OF THIS EULA OR COMMUNICATION WITH YOU, AND Sharpeware SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS
ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-
INFRINGEMENT.
 
7.2 TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT WILL Sharpeware BE
LIABLE FOR ANY LOST PROFITS OR BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF DATA, OR ANY OTHER INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSE-
QUENTIAL DAMAGES UNDER ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT,
NEGLIGENCE, PRODUCT LIABILITY, OR OTHERWISE. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW
THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES, THE
PRECEDING LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. Sharpeware'S LIABILITY UNDER THIS EULA WILL
NOT, IN ANY EVENT, EXCEED THE LICENSE FEES, IF ANY, PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE
LICENSED TO YOU UNDER THIS EULA. THE FOREGOING LIMITATIONS SHALL APPLY TO THE MAXIMUM
EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, REGARDLESS OF WHETHER Sharpeware HAS BEEN ADVISED
OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES AND REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY FAILS OF ITS
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE.
 
8. GENERAL
 
8.1 Entire Agreement. This Agreement sets forth Sharpeware's entire liability and your exclusive remedy
with respect to the Software and supersedes the terms of any purchase orders and any other
communications or advertising with respect to the Software. You acknowledge that this Agreement is a
complete statement of the agreement between you and Sharpeware with respect to the Software, and
that there are no other prior or contemporaneous understandings, promises, representations, or
descriptions with respect to the Software.
 
8.2 Headings. Headings under this EULA are intended only for convenience and shall not affect the
interpretation of this EULA.
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8.3 Waiver and Modification. No failure of either party to exercise or enforce any of its rights under this
EULA will act as a waiver of those rights. This EULA may only be modified, or any rights under it waived,
by a written document executed by the party against which it is asserted.
 
8.4 Severability. If any provision of this EULA is found illegal or unenforceable, it will be enforced to the
maximum extent permissible, and the legality and enforceability of the other provisions of this EULA will
not be affected.
 
8.5 Governing Law. This EULA will be governed by Scottish law and the United Kingdon, without regard
to its choice of law principles. The United Nations Convention for the International Sale of Goods shall not
apply.
 
8.6 Contact Information. If you have any questions about this EULA, or if you want to contact
Sharpeware for any reason, please direct all correspondence to: Sharpeware Ltd, 10 Gallowhill, Peebles,
EH45 9BG, United Kingdom or email support@Sharpeware.com.
 
8.8 Other. SPACEWatch is a trademark and/or registered trademark of Sharpeware Ltd in the European
Union and/or various jurisdictions.
 

7.3 SPACEWatch Editions

SPACEWatch is available in three Editions: Desktop; Server and Enterprise.  Some features of
SPACEWatch will vary by Edition:

 Compare SPACEWatch editions in more detail.

*Exchange and Domino Editions

When you choose Enterprise Edition you can also expand your storage management to Microsoft
Exchange or IBM Notes and Domino storage too. Virtually all features of SPACEWatch can be applied to
either environment - whether anayzing duplicates or archiving files.

With Exchange Edition you can manage down to file attachment level in mailboxes and public folders on
Exchange 5.5 or later - without the need to install any agents on your Exchange servers. Exchange
Edition can also be used to analyze the contents of PST files stored on file servers.

With Domino Edition you can manage down to file attachment level in Notes databases/applications
whether replicas are accessed from your Domino servers or a file server - without the need to install any
agents on your Domino servers.
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*Archiving

With the Automated Storage Management option (ASM) you can add automated file archiving, other
advanced file actions and additional automated reporting options to your Enterprise Edition installation.

You can archive files from wherever they are located, whether on normal file systems or from within
Exchange mailboxes/public folders/PST files or Notes databases/applications. Note: UNIX/linux filesystems
are not supported for file archiving. 

Getting quotes
 
To get a custom quote for the Enterprise Edition licenses that best fit your requirements contact 
sales@sharpeware.com or fill in an on-line quote request form at http://www.sharpeware.com/buy/
quote.htm
 

8 Reference

8.1 Working with results

SPACEWatch results can be organized and used in a variety of ways.
 
Organizing results
 

Grouping
Sorting
Filtering
Changing columns
Choosing columns

 
Using results
 

Printing
Saving to use with other applications
Emaiiling results
Creating automated reports

8.1.1 Grouping Results

SPACEWatch results can be grouped by any of the columns displayed.
 

 
1. Click and hold the mouse button down whilst pointing at the column header that you want to

group by.  In the example above this is column "Group".
2. Drag the column header to the group sort box - two red arrows show where this is.
3. Drop the column onto the group sort box.

The results will now be grouped by that column, and the column will be removed from the results list. 
Use the + and - buttons to expand or collapse an individual group section.  Click on the group button to
change the sort order.
 

mailto:sales@sharpeware.com
http://www.sharpeware.com/buy/quote.htm
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Drag more than one group to the group sort box to show multiple levels of grouping.  To restore a flat
list drag the column header back to the results list.
 

 If you group results, this grouping will be repeated when you create a report from these results.

8.1.2 Sorting Results

Results can be sorted based on the contents of one or more columns.
 

 
To sort by one column simply click on the column heading.  Click again to change the direction of sorting.

To sort by more than one column, hold the Shift key down whilst clicking additional column headings.

8.1.3 Filtering Results

SPACEWatch results can be instantly filtered to limit the results shown to only those that match the filter
text you enter.
 

 
1. Enter text in the Filter text box.  This can be one or more words or parts of words.  All words

will be used in filtering the results.
2. As text is entered the results will change to reflect how they match.
3. To restore all the results, delete all text from the Filter text box.

8.1.4 Changing columns

The order in which columns are displayed can be changed at any time.
 

 
To change column order click on a column heading, then drag it to a new location in the results list.  This
re-ordering will be reflected in any built-in report or save action that you carry out.

8.1.5 Printing Results

There are a number of ways to print results in SPACEWatch:

Right click on a result and choose Report.  This will display the results formatted for printing in a
Print Preview window.  
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Click on Viewer on the main ribbonbar and then click on Print.

or

Click on the application start button, then choose Print then either Print or Quick Print. 
Choosing Print will cause the printer dialogue to be displayed, whereas Quick Print will print
immediately using your default settings.

8.1.6 Saving Results

There are a number of ways to save results created in SPACEWatch - whether these be lists or charts:

Right click on the results list or chart and choose Save as.  Choose the format to save results in.
Select results and click on the application start button.  Select the Save as menu and choose the
format to save results in.
Select results and click on a save as action in the Actions group on the main ribbonbar.
Right click on the results list or chart and choose Copy to clipboard.  The results can then be
pasted into another application.

 
The formats in which results can be saved include:

Web The results will be saved in HTML format suitable for publishing on a web
site.  Charts will be saved as gif graphics files.

Excel The results will be saved in Microsoft Excel 97-2003 format.

Word The results will be saved in Microsoft Word 97-2003 format.

PDF The results will be saved in Adobe Acrobat portable document format.

Plain text The results will be saved in plain text.  Charts cannot be saved in this
format, instead their related data values will be saved.

Split by Group This option is only available when results have been grouped by one or
more columns.

Results will be saved split according to the column grouping choices. 
Results will be stored either in a single Excel Workbook with multiple
Worksheets; or alternatively as multiple Workbooks.  The choice is set as
a SPACEWatch Option.

8.1.7 Emailing Results

To send results by email using SPACEWatch:

Choose the results you want to send by email.  
Click on the application start button, then choose Print then Email.  
Enter the email address of the person you want to send the results to.

The results will be formatted into an Adobe PDF format file and sent as an attachment to the person
chosen.

The mail system used can be set via SPACEWatch Options.  This can be either via Microsoft Outlook (if
available) or SMTP mail.
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8.2 Working with window panes

Some SPACEWatch tools display results using a two or more "panes".  These panes can be re-sized,
hidden or revealed as required.
 
Re-sizing a pane
 
To re-size a window pane hover over the boundary line between panes until the re-size cursor appears. 
Then click and drag the pane boundary as required to re-size it.

 
Hiding a pane
 
Click on the "pin" in each pane to change its visibility.  The pane can be pinned permanently visible, or
set to "auto-hide".  When the pane is set to auto-hide it will normally be shown only as a tab at one
edge of the window.  When you click or hover over the tab, the pane will be displayed.
 

 
The pane pin can be seen at the top right of each pane.
 

 
When a pane is set to auto-hide it is normally visible only as a tab at the edge of the window.

8.3 Options

SPACEWatch options determine the general way that SPACEWatch operates.  To view or modify
options:

1. Click on the application start button and choose SPACEWatch options from the bottom of the
start panel
2. Modify options as required
3. Click on OK to save any changes.

Available options:

Save split by Group
format

If results are grouped it is possible to click on the save split by group option and
save results split into the different groups displayed.  Results are saved in a
Microsoft Excel format and can be stored in multiple workbooks, or as multiple
sheets in one workbook. 

Database auto-
connection

Tick this option to automatically connect to the currently selected space
database next time the SPACEWatch Client is started.

Email system type When sending reports via email you can choose to do this via Microsoft Outlook
(if available locally) or via SMTP mail.  If SMTP mail is chosen you must provide
the outgoing mail server's details - either as a DNS host name or IP address.
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